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February 17, 2021

Mr. Dale Olinger 
Superintendent
Lolo School Administrative Offices 
11395 US Hwy 93 S 
Lolo, Montana 59847
Re:  Statement of Proposal for GC/CM Services 
 New K-8 School Building

Mr. Olinger and Members of the Selection Panel, 
Thank you for allowing Dick Anderson Construction, Inc. (DAC) to further 
expand our approach to the New K-8 School Building project in this Statement 
of Proposal.
In our previous submittal, we introduced our theme - “ A More Constructive Way 
to Build.” More than just a “catchphrase”, this theme summarizes our focus on 
collaboration as the most significant single element to success. We balance this 
priority with the technical expertise to help your vision and budget merge and 
our proven capacity to meet the challenges of construction, and our reputation 
for delivering quality that will serve for decades to come.
The result will be a new school, a unique resource for the growing Lolo 
community delivered, and a new process that sets the standard for meeting 
the public’s trust through GCCM. For DAC, the collaborative process that is the 
essential element of GCCM delivery is how we do business every day.
Looking forward, there is no change to our dynamic and passionate group of 
construction professionals and innovators.
You will notice that Toby Krutz joins me in signing this cover letter. As our 
proposed Project Manager, I believe Toby represents the best of DAC as an 
organization. Toby will work daily with the District, A&E Design, and Hulteng 
CCM, Inc. to make this project an award-winning success. He will manage 
DAC’s expert resources to deliver constructability and value-driven ideas that 
support design while providing the best facilities within the established budget 
through construction.
Thank you again for allowing us to participate in this exciting procurement. Myself, 
Toby, and our team look forward to meeting the committee at the upcoming 
interviews.
Sincerely,

“When Dick Anderson 
commits to a job 
you can count on it 
getting done the way 
it was designed. 

They have worked 
hard to deliver a 
quality product well 
within budget.”

Lew Anderson
Bond Manager
Billings Public Schools

Allan  Frankl 
Project Executive 
Dick Anderson Construction, Inc.

A More Constructive Way to Build.

Toby Krutz 
Project Manager 
Dick Anderson Construction, Inc.
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GC/CM Success 
 ✓ $221.5M in Montana GC/CM School 
Facilities Construction 

 ✓ $389.8M in Montana School 
Construction

 ✓ $214.5M in Project Value with 
 A&E Design, Inc. 

Team Strength
 ✓ Strong correlation between 
proposed staff and DAC project 
experience

 ✓ Recognized expertise in School 
Facilities construction

 ✓ Over 40 Awards for safety, 
partnership, and quality

Proven Processes
 ✓ Comprehensive approach to 
preconstruction services 

 ✓ Strong Risk Management Strategies 
that lower overall contingency 
amounts

 ✓ Open approach to iterative pricing 
that provides a higher resolution and 
confidence in the GMP

Outstanding Delivery
 ✓ Proven success on educational 
facilities projects with A&E Design

 ✓ Expertise in delivering best value 
through constructability, innovation 
and safe practice

 ✓ Recent successful completion of 
Preconstruction phase with A&E - 
Belgrade Elementary School  
GC/CM

Safety 
 ✓ Experts in managing large facilities 
projects while minimizing impacts 
to the surrounding community

 ✓ Proven tools and approaches to 
ensure we achieve our goals of 
“zero recordables” for the project

“The communication skills and attention to detail by 
the Dick Anderson team has helped us with planning 
our school days around the construction project. 
DAC is a construction team that works for the owner 
and not for themselves. As a school district, paying 
for this project with taxpayer money, this is greatly 
appreciated and noticed by all stakeholders.”

Jeff Bermes
Superintendent, Columbus School

Project Management Approach
 ɫ 1. Your project management approach to meet the needs of the 

project...  

DAC’s Project Management approach is centered on maximizing the GC/
CM method to meet the programming, design and eventual construction 
needs of the project, within the project budget and schedule. 

Delivering Value as GC/CM Experts
As your GC/CM partner, DAC will manage the labor, equipment, and 
resources to deliver the preconstruction and construction scope 
defined in the General Requirements for GC/CM Services as part of the 
Request for Qualifications
Immediately upon NTP, we will partner with the District to optimize the  
preconstruction services phase, including providing support for design, 
cost, schedule, and administrative-related services. We will collaborate 
with the District in the cost/benefit evaluation of the project alternatives 
while providing innovative constructability strategies that improve 
quality, ensure safety during construction, and ensure costs stay in 
alignment throughout the project effort. 
We know this project has a set bond funding limit, so we see our job 
as the GC/CM to maximize funds to the greatest extent possible. The 
GC/CM delivery approach offers a unique opportunity to problem-
solve and innovate to create the best possible budget and programming 
outcomes for this project. Using methods proven from our GC/CM 
delivery experience across Montana and $214.5M in experience with 
A&E Design, DAC’s focus will be to “de-risk” the project overall. We 
discuss our approach to risk and the benefits of GC/CM on Page 6.
After achieving an accepted Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP), DAC 
will transfer our preconstruction team seamlessly to construction 
supervision. We will manage the critical elements of the project, 
including development of the site from the current green-field, 
management of earthworks, utility and civil scope; building and 
facilities construction; permitting and local/County approvals;  and 
commissioning and final turnover to the District of facilities that will 
meet community needs for the foreseeable future. 
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% Time Allotted

Precon. Const.

Project Executive 
Allan Frankl 15% 15%

Project Manager 
Toby Krutz 50% 100%

Project Engineer 
Kelsey Williams 50% 100%

Construction Super. 
Lloyd Jenkins 25% 100%

Lead Estimator 
Paul O’Neill 50% 0%
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Preconstruction Construction

Project Manager 
Toby Krutz

Preconstruction 
Manager 

Toby Krutz

Project Engineer 
Kelsey Williams

Construction Super. 
Lloyd Jenkins

Lead Estimator 
Paul O’Neill Foreman ForemanForeman

Subcontractors, Vendors, and SuppliersMaintenance of 
Traffic (MOT) Quality Control

Project Executive 
Allan Frankl

Quality Control

Safety Team

Safety Director 
Skyler Willard

Project Stakeholders

LEGEND 
  Key
  Value
  Dual Role

Organizational Chart
A key advantage to our approach is the 
movement of all key team members from 
preconstruction to construction. This ensures 
the personnel responsible for planning the 
work are then tasked with executing the plans 
they helped to develop.

Kelsey Williams
Project Engineer
Kelsey has over ten years of 
experience specializing in 
commercial, mining, industrial, and 
heavy civil construction projects. 
She has worked as a field engineer, 

project environmental coordinator, subcontract manager, 
project engineer, and project manager. Throughout her 
career, Kelsey has had the opportunity to work with a 
wide range of clients, including state agencies and private 
owners. She understands how imperative building strong, 
cooperative relationships is to a project’s success.

Paul O’Neil
Lead Estimator
Paul brings more than 20 
years of experience across 
projects in Montana and 
Missoula, identifying cost-
saving opportunities on new 

construction projects, extensive remodels, and multiple 
educational and medical facilities projects. Paul’s open 
communication and close coordination with project 
Owners and Designers ensures preconstruction 
estimates are value-engineered to reflect the project 
goals, even under the strictest budgets.

Resumes for all key members of the DAC team are presented in the Appendix.

Duties and Responsibilities
 ɫ 1, 2. Proposed Project Manager and Supervisor duties, 

responsibilities and time allotted to the project. 

As both Project and Preconstruction Manager, Toby Krutz 
will be responsible for overall project performance and 
serve as the District’s contact and the stakeholder liaison 
during construction. During Preconstruction, he will lead 
iterative percentage OPCCs and final GMP development 
using an open cost model, as well as constructability and 
value engineering concept workshops.
Project Executive Allan Frankl provides a continuum of 
best practices from DAC work and experience in GC/CM 
across all markets. He acts as a direct and independent 
reporting entity for both the Safety and Quality leads. Allan 
represents DAC in contract negotiations; oversees the 
progress of the DAC delivery team; acts as the escalation 
point of contact for the District; and has final approval 
authority for iterative Opinion of Probable Construction 
Cost (OPCC) Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP).

Reporting directly to Project Manager Toby Krutz, 
Construction Superintendent Lloyd Jenkins is responsible 
for ensuring construction is in accordance with design 
and project requirements while prioritizing safety and 
quality. Lloyd has the authority to enter into subcontracts 
and purchasing agreements on behalf of DAC. He has 
stop-work authority and direction over daily construction 
operations. He manages field and subcontractor staff to 
ensure cost and schedule compliance.
Project Engineer Kelsey Williams provides direct support 
to the Project Manager throughout the project, including 
iterative updates to the project CPM and the Risk & 
Innovations register, as well as supporting creation of bid 
packages and subcontracts. During construction, Kelsey 
also takes on Project Control functions (performance 
reporting, update of the CPM, contract and subcontractor 
management) and will work side by side to Lloyd in the field 
to ensure a safe, quality, and on-time project delivery. 
Lead Estimator Paul O’Neil will manage creation of 
incremental OPCC and milestone estimates and negotiation 
of the GMP in collaboration with Hulteng CCM. During 
construction, he will provide value and cost-centered 
design modifications when necessary; ensure the seamless 
transition from preconstruction to the construction phase; 
and oversee forward planning for project closeout to 
ensure the project consistently tracks to the budget.

Toby Krutz  Project Manager 
Toby is a proven team leader and project manager with 20 years of experience managing 
complex projects for diverse owners, agencies, and DOTs ranging in size from small 
tenant improvements to $250M in contract value. He is experienced in developing and 
monitoring project schedules, estimating, job costing, and establishing and implementing 
effective communication procedures for all team components. Importantly, Toby brings a 
successful background of DOT coordination and traffic control experience.

Allan Frankl
Project Executive
Allan is a corporate Vice President 
and heads the office in Missoula, 
MT. Allan is responsible for the 
success of some of the most 
notable and challenging projects 

in the Missoula region. He assembles key personnel for 
project teams and leverages his wealth of best practices 
from educational and medical facility construction. 
Allan engages Owners early and often in a constructive, 
collaborative fashion to both create and achieve shared 
overall project goals for schedule, cost, and quality. 

Lloyd Jenkins
Superintendent
Lloyd brings a wealth of 
experience in vertical construction, 
extending from the construction 
and renovation of educational 
facilities, hospitals, nursing homes, 

churches, and retail buildings and spaces. He has an 
expansive background across multidisciplinary and 
technically challenging work which he leverages to apply 
best practices to every project. He is also an excellent 
communicator and coordinator as many of his projects 
include successful traffic management and work adjacent 
to sensitive community stakeholders. 
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DAC completed this new four-story library with underground 
parking that also houses MCAT, Spectrum, the Children’s Museum, 
exterior gardens, and a climbing wall.

With a successful preconstruction services phase and accepted 
GMP, DAC is currently constructing the Belgrade Elementary School 
and anticipates delivering the project six weeks early.

3. Missoula County Library GC/CM 4. Belgrade Elementary School GC/CM

Design. The library structure design originally called for steel, 
which required subcontractors and faced skyrocketing material 
costs at the time. So DAC and A&E collaborated to redesign 
for post-tensioned concrete instead. This change not only 
salvaged the bond-funded budget by lowering material costs, 
but also saved on labor since DAC could self-perform.

Budgeting. The original bid for a 3D, 76’-high, 40’-wide 
decorative wall was for $250K. So when subcontractor bids 
came in no lower than $500K, DAC knew they needed to 
get creative. They contacted Pyramid Cabinet Shop, a DAC 
company, to fabricate the 386 panels that DAC installed.

Construction. The heavy sharkfin aluminum siding called for 
in the design plans was a significant construction package at 
nearly $750K, which presented a major challenge when they 
could not find a subcontractor that could do the installation 
due to the unusual vertical orientation of the design. The 
manufacturer’s representative had never seen that before 
and could not help, so DAC went back to the drawing board, 
designing and fabricating new flashings to facilitate the 
installation.

Design. DAC worked with the design team to stretch the low 
budget as far as reasonable, pitching a redesign of the exterior 
skin as a significant win. Swapping the original plan to do three 
layers and using a material that served as both the weather 
barrier and siding expedited the schedule by reducing from 
three to two layers to install and saving on costs by using one 
material to serve both purposes instead of two.

Budgeting. The original budget was too low to deliver the 
owner’s vision, so DAC and the design team reduced the scale 
and presented the owner with 15 alternates. This approach 
allowed the owner to review the project and choose where 
to prioritize extensions to the budget, including the classroom 
amplification system, installing roller shades instead of mini-
blinds, adding four fold-down basketball hoops, and purchasing 
new instead of used kitchen equipment.

Construction. Construction is currently in progress and going 
well, thanks to a full commitment from everyone on the team. 
DAC also used a proprietary steel connection that helped the 
steel erection go up twice as fast as welded brace, resulting in 
the project being six weeks ahead of schedule.

Preconstruction Estimate Final Contract Amount
Budget: $35,000,000
SD: $32,634,171
DD: $30,321,869
CD: $28,000,775
GMP: $28,000,775
Preconstruction Fees: 
$45,000  
Preconstruction Hours: 768

$28,730,006
Preconstruction Estimate Final Contract Amount
Budget: None
SD: $15,797,746
DD: $16,603,832
CD: $16,945,373
GMP: $16,421,460 Including 
$144,000 in add alternates. 
Preconstruction Fees: 
$30,000 
Preconstruction Hours: 750

$16,421,460

Experience with A&E Design, Inc.
 ɫ 3. Past experience working with, and ability to work with the selected A/E firm during the design, budgeting and construction phase.

Dick Anderson Construction has completed over 48 projects valued at $214.5M with A&E Design, Inc. Of these, a 
majority were GC/CM projects with our involvement starting at the preconstruction stage. Below, we detail four GC/
CM educational and community facility projects completed with A&E Design, Inc.

This project consisted of the construction and renovation of 
the Columbus Public Schools existing high/middle school and 
elementary school.

This new 112,122 sq. ft. school sits on 29 developed acres. It includes 
a 10,000 sq. ft. gym, 47 classrooms, and an 8,000 sq. ft. open 
commons/cafeteria area serving 761 students.

1. Columbus Schools GC/CM 2. Medicine Crow Middle School GC/CM

Design. Though DAC was not brought into the project early 
enough to have significant design input for Phase 1, they 
brought lessons learned from Phase 1 construction into the 
design for Phase 2, primarily during bidding. This made it easier 
to lower costs and create efficiencies for structural framing 
and hallways, as well as simplifying the overhang framing at the 
entrance, for example.

Budgeting. DAC delivered the project on budget, working 
carefully to develop reasonable design development 
estimates. DAC undertook extensive value engineering 
efforts to protect the project owner’s budget on Phase 2 with 
zero impact on programming.

Construction. The existing buildings were difficult to tie into, 
given the difference in construction and materials from the 
original buildings and subsequent additions. Once DAC had 
the structures exposed during construction, they were able 
to create more efficient plans. The design team’s enthusiastic 
collaboration and timely communication allowed DAC’s 
construction activities to move forward despite these changes 
in the field without losing any time.

Design. This project site was an old gravel pit adjacent to 
the Medicine Crow Elementary School that had long been 
considered unusable. With support from the owner to 
adequately fund reclamation on this challenging but very 
affordable piece of land, DAC converted the land to a usable 
site with three months of reclamation efforts.

Budgeting. DAC worked through value engineering concepts 
on nearly 70 line items to mitigate the original design putting 
the project $1.3M over budget. By reducing the Swiss pearl 
siding, working with the bleacher manufacturer to streamline 
the configuration, and switching from vinyl flooring to polished 
concrete, DAC delivered the project $400K under budget.

Construction. As the first new school built in Billings in nearly 
50 years, the school district faced staffing and set up efforts 
beyond their typical workload. With this in mind, DAC carefully 
phased construction to complete the project early. Closing 
out major critical classroom and administrative areas by 
March, before moving onto hallways and the gym, eliminated 
the long list of punch line items typical to jobs of this size and 
expedited the schedule by two months. This gave the district 
a comfortable window to set up and get to know the new 
building long before the first day of school.

Preconstruction Estimate Final Contract Amount
Preconstruction Fees: 
$30,000 
Preconstruction Hours: 600

Elementary School: 
$9,362,785
High School: $4,034,333 

Preconstruction Estimate Final Contract Amount
Budget: $21,600,000
SD: N/A
DD: $23,200,000
CD: $21,900,000
GMP: $21,431,808
Preconstruction Fees: 
$15,000 
Preconstruction Hours: 520

$21,495,929
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We illustrate DAC’s approach to driving 
value for our clients using the GC/CM 
process to the right.

From our experience, intrinsic value can 
be measured horizontally  A   by the 
increase in certainty, safety outcomes, 
and the best methods of constructing 
the work; and   B   by the corresponding 
decrease in risk and potential contingency 
use resulting from collaborative 
development of plans from the 100% DD 
to 95% CD stage.

The decrease of risk and the increase in 
certainty is the direct result of the project 
team collaborating to meet the goals and 
vision of the District for this project.

What is the True Value  
of GC/CM Delivery? 

Approach to the Project
 ɫ 4. ...the most critical components of providing 

construction services...

Our overall approach to providing GC/CM Contracting 
is to provide “CM Consulting” services during 
Preconstruction and “GC Delivery” services during 
Construction. 
Our approach is led by Project Manager Toby Krutz 
and executed by our proposed team of experienced 
construction professionals. Using proven tools developed 
through our strong portfolio of Montana GC/CM 
projects, we will focus on the most critical component 
of the project: early and effective integration of our 
construction expertise with the District, Hulteng CCM, 
and A&E Design. As a result, all team members are 
focused on making informed decisions in the best interest 
of the project, the District, and the stakeholders.
During Preconstruction, DAC will work as an extension 
of the team, providing constructability solutions that 
improve design and construction quality, drive innovation, 
balance cost and function, and reduce risk and impacts. 

Our procedures for contributing design concepts and 
developing major project features happen at all stops 
along a roadmap to find the best-value approach for each 
aspect of the project and optimize GC/CM process value. 
As we transition into Construction, DAC will transition 
our project team to deliver, on schedule, a high-quality 
project within the negotiated Guaranteed Maximum 
Price (GMP). Incorporated into our work planning will be 
the assurance of safety and mobility for neighborhood 
stakeholders, management of risk to ensure we maintain 
the established budget and schedule, and the execution 
of quality construction that provides a durable, long-term 
solution for students and the community.
The road to a successful GC/CM will go through each 
process step collaboratively and evaluate all ideas from 
the District, A&E Design, stakeholders, and Hulteng CCM, 
the District’s representative. 
This process begins at the Kick-off/ Baseline Design 
Review, then moves through Initial Means and Methods 
Workshops, Milestone Design/Constructability Review, 
and Baseline Schedule and Cost Workshops.
We discuss our plan for delivering preconstruction and 
construction services starting on Page 8.

2021

Notice to Proceed
End of Schematic Design

100% DD Content

95% CD Stage/
Permit Set

Risk and Potential Contingency Usage

Cost, schedule and safety certainty
Alignment and Objectives

Reviews, Innovations, and 
Risk Management

Finalize Schedule, Price, and 
Negotiate GMP GMP 

Approval and 
Construction 
Notice to 
Proceed

50% CD Stage

A

C

B

The vertical gap  C   that occurs as these values “flip” through preconstruction represents 
a hard dollar value. As construction costs are optimized and we identify and manage risks, 
the gap increases. This increase represents the movement of hard dollar value from “risk” 
to “function”. As a result, we can expect to see a comparable rise in program space and the 
addition of needed options into the overall budget (e.g., athletic field construction) as the 
team moves from Notice to Proceed, to final 95% CDs and approval of the final GMP.
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On the Villagio Affordable Housing project, 
Lead Estimator Paul O’Neill is providing iterative 
estimates for the comparison of acoustic 
engineering and wall treatment options. 
Developing early models for programming 
and materials will be crucial for our GC/CM 
approach on this Lolo Schools project. 

For the McKinley Elementary School Addition 
and Renovation, DAC created an hour-by-
hour approach to balance neighborhood 
residents’ concerns and the needs of an active 
school campus when scheduling high-decibel 
work such as stud framing. 
Our efforts earned DAC the Best Historic 
Restoration award from the Montana 
Contractors Association in 2016.
The development of collaborative solutions is 
a vital strength of the DAC team. We use task 
force meetings, design and constructability 
reviews, and public engagement as tools 
to develop viable solutions that meet 
community and programming needs during 
preconstruction. 

Seven Key Tools to Ensure Success 
during Preconstruction Services
Basis of Design Workshop – Within 7 days of NTP, DAC will hold 
an initial Basis of Design Workshop to understand the identified 
risks and design status and gain parity with the entire team in 
understanding potential means and methods opportunities to 
achieve the project goals.
We will immediately include our entire project team – including internal 
subject matter experts for estimating, quality control, safety,, and traffic 
maintenance – in the project kick-off.  A critical focus is to establish 
relationships, develop clear lines of communication, and review the 
current status of the proposed schedule and initial cost estimates.
In preparation for the Project Kickoff, DAC will develop a preliminary 
schedule and estimate to baseline the project assumptions. At the 
kick-off, DAC will submit an initial “green sheet” estimate and a 
proposed preconstruction CPM that includes the initial benchmarks 
provided by the District as part of this solicitation process. At each 
project milestone, DAC will conduct a thorough constructability 
review of the project plans and specifications and update the 
schedule and estimate.
Task Force Meetings – As preconstruction progresses, DAC will 
actively participate in project and design task force meetings as 
a cohesive team to provide ongoing input for more efficient and 
effective means and methods that align with or improve the design 
approach. Task Force Meetings have been used successfully by 
DAC on the projects presented on pages 4 and are an essential 
collaboration tool during design development.
Design and Constructability Reviews - Reviews will focus on 
identifying and mitigating risk and finding opportunities to balance 
cost and function.
As we move toward iterative design milestones, including 100% 
schematic design, 100% DD, and 50% and 95% CD completion, we 
will concentrate more on document completeness and eliminating 
ambiguity to finalize our construction plans and reduce the risk of 
change orders and achieve a negotiable GMP. 
DAC will document our comments and recommend a comment/
resolution meeting for the entire project team after each review to 
present our findings and provide/receive direction for moving forward.
Targeted Innovations Development - Our target on this project is 
to identify, evaluate, and incorporate cost and schedule innovations 
whose value exceeds 3% of the bond funding and engineer’s estimate 
for the project. We understand this is an ambitious goal, but we are 
confident that our past GC/CM successes combined with our extensive 
local construction experience provide a strong baseline to find 
solutions that reduce cost, accelerate the schedule, and minimize risk.

D  Opportunity to develop athletic 
fields  As preconstruction progresses, 
DAC sees an opportunity to work 
with A&E and the District to advance 
preliminary earth and site work for the 
athletic fields. The goal would be to 
provide a usable, level turf for student 
use in parallel with the Fall 2023 school 
start. Other potential work might 
include undergrounding and capping 
of wet utilities, irrigation piping, and 
electrical facilities to reduce “rework” 
and future construction costs. 
 
E  Although the current budgeting 

constraints prevent the development 
of areas designated for future growth, 
we see an opportunity to eliminate 
rework and save future project 
costs by pre-locating electrical, 
stormwater, and other wet and dry 
utility connections at the perimeter of 
these areas. With site development 
completed as part of this project, this 
work’s cost may be negligible now 
compared with the impacts and costs 
associated with this work on an active 
campus in the future.

A  Traffic Control Constraints – Existing neighborhood traffic on Farm 
Lane includes intersections at Lakeside, Excalibur Way, Allomont Dr., and 
Lancelot Lane. These access points provide vital ingress/egress to the 
surrounding community. To limit the impacts of constant hauling traffic, DAC 
uses just-in-time strategies for materials deliveries and establishes track-out 
locations to prevent debris on Farm Lane. We use signage and route maps 
to educate the community on detours; work hand-in-hand with freight 
companies, equipment haulers, and carriers to ensure delivery flow, and will 
provide safety barriers to separate non-vehicle traffic on Farm Lane.

B  The same traffic loading we 
see during construction will only 
increase as the facility comes 
into use. We see an opportunity 
for early engagement with 
the Montana Department of 
Transportation (MDT) to discuss 
the installation of signalization on 
Farm Lane. DAC’s MDT experience 
will provide a needed benefit in 
focusing the Department’s attention 
on this developing need. 

C  Construction sites are areas 
of interest for local children and 
residents, and unauthorized entry 
represents a significant safety hazard. 
DAC sees the opportunity to 
conduct neighborhood outreach to 
help educate parents and children on 
construction’s current progress. To 
ensure debris removal and maintain 
site security, field personnel will 
complete an end-of-day security 
sweep along the site perimeter. 
We will ensure entry points are 
fully secured and areas external to 
the site (e.g., potential pavement 
modifications) are plated. 

Opportunities and Constraints
 ɫ 4. Critical components of providing construction services on a new green-field facility, in a populated residential 

neighborhood...and your plan to address such components.

DA

A

C
C

B
E
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Key DAC Advantages
• Proven GC/CM process experts
• Regional Leader in Educational 

Facilities Construction
• Geographic expertise and lessons-

learned experience
• Positive, productive working 

relationships with Hulteng CMM and 
A&E Design staff

• Continuity of DAC project team from 
Preconstruction to Construction

• Experience, resources, and systems 
built from successful GC/CM projects 
across Montana

Work Planning Construction Closeout

• Draft/Finalize Safety, Quality, MOT, and 
environmental compliance plans

• Incorporate Permit/Environmental 
Criteria in Work Plans

• Secure and Develop Project Access
• Finalize all Third Party and County 

Approvals and PIO Plan
• Establish Construction Meeting Schedule
• Start Construction on any early GMPs 

that may have been established

• Mobilization and Project Office 
Set-Up

• Subcontractor Training
• Transition into Construction 

Partnering Process
• Work Plan Finalized
• Finish any early GMP Construction
• Implement Quality Process
• Continue Public Information/

Outreach Activities
• Safety Meetings

• Document Benefits and Lessons Learned 
during the GC/CM Process

• Review of all Quality Records for 
Completeness

• Establish Punchlist Schedule
• Post Construction Property Inspections
• Schedule Closeout Meeting
• Project Completion
• District Approval
• Provide As-Builts and Closeout 

Documentation

Work Planning CloseoutProject Execution

Stage 2: Construction

Meeting the Project Schedule
The initial project schedule based on a 2022-2023 construction 
period is highly viable on internal team review. Although we identify 
key challenge areas and risks overall, DAC will manage these to meet 
the June 2023 completion date.
DAC uses multiple tools and strategies to accurately forecast the 
schedule impacts of design and programming options, project 
phasing, early procurement, just-in-time deliveries, and other 
potential impacts to complete construction.
• DAC has the capacity and experience to collaborate with 

A&E design using Building Information Modeling (BIM).  BIM 
allows for the three-dimensional representation of alternatives 
during schematic design and development of construction 
documents.  DAC has used BIM for early “clash detection,” 
allowing our team to identify and solve constructability issues 
before mobilizing to the f ield.

• DAC utilizes unified Project Management software such as 
Procore to document, track, and transparently communicate all 
aspects of progress to the team. 

• DAC uses Market Development Workshops to involve 
subcontractors early in the bid and package process. DAC uses these 
workshops to develop better work packages and identify market 
risks in subcontractor capacity or materials procurement schedules.

In Stage 2 Construction, DAC will execute the design and vision of the project team. Importantly, the body of 
knowledge developed during Phase 1 Preconstruction is carried forward with the same DAC team members now 
responsible for construction.

Comprehensive Approach to Preconstruction and Construction Phase Services
DAC will assign key project staff immediately following the Notice to Proceed. All project team members for this project 
are currently engaged in the procurement and are committed to participating in preconstruction phase services as 
needed to review plans, attend meetings, and coordinate the project delivery team to ensure a GMP development that 
optimizes value within the bonding allowance established for the project. 

NTP Alignment and Objectives Reviews, Innovations and Risk 
Management

Finalize Schedule, Price and 
Negotiate GMP

• Kick-off Meeting
• Establish Partnering
• Initial Means and Methods Workshop #1
• Establish Reviews, Risk and Innovation 

Process
• Develop Stage 1 Schedule
• Baseline Project Schedule and Estimate
• Approach to Cost Meeting
• Establish Innovation (DART) Objectives
• Identify potential early GMPs

• Bi-Weekly/Monthly Project Meetings
• Milestone Design/Constructability 

Reviews
• Update Baseline Schedule and Estimates
• Risk Management Workshops
• Innovation Analysis (DART) Meetings and 

Decisions
• Means and Methods #2
• Estimate Meetings with A&E and 

Hulteng CCM
• Permit Applications
• Participate in Value Engineering 

Workshop

• Formalize Construction Schedule
• Final Construction Estimate and 

Review
• Review/Assign Project Risks and 

Contingencies
• Confirm Project Goals/Objectives 

are met
• Subcontractor and Supplier 

Selection
• Establish GMP
• Finalize any early GMPs

Stage 1: Preconstruction

Design Development

Identifying and Mitigating Risk - DAC is committed to 
working together with the District, Hulteng CCM, and 
A&E to identify and mitigate project risks before they 
negatively impact the project. Our risk management 
tools, such as the Risk Workshop, Risk Register, and DART 
process, are ways of efficiently communicating with all 
project delivery team members. 
A key advantage for DAC is our mode of implementation: 
we leverage the tools and deploy them within a 
collaborative and transparent environment that fosters 
early identification, mitigation, and the proactive 
implementation of project-specific solutions.
Our established Decision and Resolution Tracking (DART) 
approach process prioritizes, quantifies, and tracks risk 
items, innovations, and project approaches that have 
the potential to positively or negatively impact cost 
or schedule. The information tracked through DART is 
reviewed on a bi-weekly and monthly basis, enabling the 
team to make informed decisions about what innovations 
to pursue and focus our efforts on—maximizing potential 
gains for the project. 
 

Opinion of Probable Construction Cost (OPCC) 
Estimates - We will use the Procore Project Management 
Platform to provide quick, reliable OPCC estimates. The 
development of OPCC estimates traditionally occur 
at established milestones. DAC may develop OPCCs 
between milestones to support the cost/benefit analysis 
of proposed innovations, individual design decisions, or 
materials selections. 
Lead Estimator Paul O’Neill, will coordinate with the 
District, Hulteng CCM, and A&E to establish a strong 
understanding of means, methods, and production rates. 
His efforts will ensure transparency in pricing for all work 
scopes, whether self-performed or subcontracted. 
As the project transitions to construction, we will put 
the plan developed during preconstruction into action. 
Transitioning the same team from preconstruction to 
construction makes the transfer of knowledge seamless 
and provides an efficient start to field activities.
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Risks and Mitigations
An essential element in collaboratively managing risk is determining which team member (the District or DAC) has 
the most direct control of the outcome. As a collaborative project team, we will mutually agree upon specific risk 
assignments tasked to the team member(s) in the best position to most positively affect the outcome. DAC’s approach 
ensures the lowest cost to the District and minimal changes during construction. In addition to the four critical scopes 
outlined on Page 11, we outline key risks and mitigations below.
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Risk Category Challenge Mitigation Measures Proposed

Price Escalation 
from 2021 to 
2022

+ + +

Continued supply chain impacts from 
COVID-19 coupled with a strong 
projected increase in construction 
activity across Montana may spur 
price inflation or instability.

 ✓ Lead Estimator Paul O’Neill will include escalation 
multipliers in all OPCC, ROM and milestone 
estimates.

 ✓ Potential exists for early materials packages to lock-in 
early pricing (fuel, aggregates, steel, etc.).

 ✓ Material reviews will occur during design to select 
alternates with a higher market availability.

Reduced  
Skilled 
Trade and 
Subcontractor 
Availability

+ + +

Within the construction industry, 
Montana’s unemployment rate is 
currently 3.9%—the Missoula area is 
even lower at 3%. Regional projects 
draw on subcontractor resources. 

 ✓ DAC has a 40+ year history with the local 
subcontractor market and is viewed as a top general 
contractor for subcontractor bidding.

 ✓ DAC has a high self-performance capacity and will bid 
on select “high risk” packages to ensure schedule and 
quality control. 

 ✓ Market Development workshops led by 
Superintendent Lloyd Jenkins will be used to build 
knowledge and interest in the project and spur 
competitive bidding.

Geotechnical 
Conditions - + +

Typical conditions in the region 
include well-drained soils that 
formed in gravelly alluvium derived 
from mixed rock sources. These 
are accompanied by pockets of 
unsuitable silt deposits in areas close 
to rivers.

 ✓ If not existing, DAC recommends a geotechnical 
analysis (including corings and test pits) be 
performed within the first 30 days from NTP.  

 ✓ DAC Project Manager Toby Krutz, Superintendent 
Lloyd Jenkins, and Project Engineer Kelsey Williams 
will work with A&E to develop low cost mitigation 
strategies for solving geotechnical issues.

Inadequate 
Traffic 
Signalization

+ - -
Anticipated traffic loads at Rt. 93 and 
Lewis & Clark (Farm Lane) require 
early mitigation as part of the current 
project efforts.

 ✓ Allan Frankl, Project Executive, will leverage DAC’s 
strong, existing relationships with MDT to support 
A&E in engagement on future traffic signalization.

 ✓ DAC proposes a traffic management workshop 
including MDT Construction Traffic Control Engineer 
Jeremy Wilde within 30 days of NTP.  

Optimization 
of the GC/
CM process to 
benefit all team 
members

- - +

Ensuring parity of GC/CM goals, 
scope, tools and practices between 
the District, A&E Design, Hulteng 
CCM, and DAC is crucial to the health 
of the project effort.

 ✓ Dick Anderson and Project Executive Allan Frankl 
were integral to the adoption of GC/CM legislation 
in Montana. Allan will use this experience and lessons 
learned to drive best practices.

 ✓ DAC will engage Federal Highway Administration 
GC/CM experts to participate with all project 
team members in a GC/CM best practices video 
workshop.

Risk Legend: + High   - Moderate

Managing Risk
Collectively we will identify potential risks and opportunities by analyzing each aspect of the project including specific 
elements of design and construction, impacts to the public and other stakeholders, market conditions, permitting and 
clearances with the County, and third-party coordination. 

Risks are identified, analyzed, and grouped into low, 
medium, and high categories using a risk matrix. On the 
right, we provide a sample of the top risks we identified 
for the project. We will assign probabilities by comparing 
similar past projects, gathering historical data, and 
studying past and forecasted trends. An example of this 
process is working with Estimator Paul O’Neill to analyze 
escalation metrics to forecast materials’ escalation, 
including steel, glass, glazing, and concrete.  
 
As risks are identified, Toby, Paul, and the estimating team 
provide detailed cost estimates to capture the associated 
risk’s magnitude. DAC will explain each cost component, 
our assumptions, quantity values, labor and subcontractor 
costs. We will include an updated schedule analysis to 
determine the overall impact on the project schedule 
to support pricing. As pricing for the associated risks is 
developed and reviewed, DAC will collectively develop 
mitigation strategies to eliminate or reduce the risk. 
 

Four Areas of Focus to Reduce Risk

DAC understands the challenges of constructing core project components common to educational facilities, and we 
bring our knowledge of best practices, materials, and techniques to this project. Below, we focus on four elements that 
typically present a higher risk for educational facilities projects.

+1.75Mcy +30 500Ksf+250Ksf

Earthworks and Geotechnical.  
Before we can build the 
facility itself, site work, utilities, 
and earthworks need to be 
completed and accurate 
control points established to 
ensure a smooth transition to 
building development.
Immediately at Notice to 
Proceed, DAC will work with 
the project team to assess the 
need for an early geotechnical 
package to support schematic 
and final design. 

Gymnasium Flooring. Gym 
flooring installation requires an 
even higher degree of precise 
subcontractor selection and 
management, daily quality 
control, and focused materials 
management than typical 
construction.
DAC will begin to identify and 
educate potential f looring 
subcontractors early to ensure 
a strong bidding pool when 
developing both OPCCs and 
the final GMP.

Health Department 
Approvals. Delays in Health 
Dept. approvals can impact a 
project schedule. DAC uses a 
Red Zone approach to ensure 
first-time approvals and on-
time occupancy of facilities.
Project Engineer Kelsey 
Williams will track permits 
and approvals using Procore.  
Three-week look-ahead 
schedules will incorporate 
upcoming review cycles and 
anticipated approval dates.

Exterior Glass and Glazing. 
Over the past ten years, 
exterior glass has become one 
of the critical long-lead items 
for building projects. 
DAC will investigate the value 
of an early procurement 
package for exterior glass and 
glazing materials to reduce 
overall risk. We will use Market 
Development Workshops 
to communicate early 
expectations of the critical 
path schedule for this scope.

Gymnasium space 
constructed in the  
past 10 years.

Earthworks and Site 
Development in the  past 10 
years.

Projects with the Missoula 
County Health Department.

Exterior glass and glazing 
installed.

DAC will work in collaboration to apply appropriate risk-
mitigating measures that can include the following:
• Conducting additional field and geotechnical 

exploration to refine assumptions in construction and 
design; 

• Modifying design, scope, or construction approach to 
reduce or eliminate the risk;  and 

• Identifying specific methods or procedures to 
manage the risk during construction.

For risks we cannot eliminate, we develop contingencies 
or allowances separate from the base cost model. The 
amount of risk contingency will be directly related to 
the risks identified. Contingencies will be reviewed 
collaboratively at each design phase to ensure 
appropriate sizing and allocation.
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Meeting Critical Project Goals
DAC has identified the right team and approach to achieve critical GC/CM goals and deliver a successful project. We 
identify five critical goals and our approaches to achieving success below.

Goal

Safety
Strategies, Tools & Approaches 
• Incorporate Lolo School District Maintenance and Facilities 

personnel into design during constructability and risk/
innovation workshops. 

• Develop MOT and traffic handling plans that increase 
vehicular and bicycle efficiency and safety within the 
neighborhood. 

• Project Construction Management Plan: Develop a project 
safety plan as part of the construction management plan. 
Include a full-time project safety representative and engage 
subcontractor workforce as well. 

• Safety culture of, training and daily/weekly/monthly 
meetings that include and empower craft, subcontractor 
and vendor staff. 

• Incorporate daily “stretch and flex” activities for field 
personnel at the start of each workday.

Goal

Mobility
Strategies, Tools & Approaches 
• Develop a traffic management plan that has the least impacts to the local residents and regional traffic and  communities. 
• Meet with emergency services to develop plans for access through/across the project during an emergency. 
• Project Evaluation and Delivery Plan: As part of the Initial Value Engineering study, identify traffic handling and staging improvements to 

minimize impacts, and include them in the design process.

Goal

Quality
Strategies, Tools & Approaches 
• Develop a joint quality control plan that starts with 

constructability reviews and ends with a ribbon cutting. 
• Durability and life cycle costs as part of the decision making 

process. 
• Indoctrinate subcontractors in the QC plan. 
• Require Quality Control be part of employee orientation. 
• Hold pre-activity quality meetings prior to starting a new 

task. 
• Address quality standards and inspection activities during 

preconstruction workshops. 
• Review project special provisions to help ensure compliance 

with Standard Specifications and Industry best practices.

Goal

Public Interaction
Strategies, Tools & Approaches 
• Toby Krutz will lead the DAC team in active public outreach 

in support of the project with the goal of gaining the highest 
level of public support and integration within the project 
effort. 

• Create public interaction opportunities including student 
and public site visits, student signing events, establishing 
a time capsule program, and inviting local media for new 
collaboration.  

• Collaborate with Lolo Schools to develop a public 
awareness campaign via social media. 

• Meet one-on-one with local businesses and communities to 
create an access plan that minimizes impacts.  

• Plan high-impact activities during off-peak hours to reduce 
impacts. 

• MOT plan that focuses on minimizing impacts to the public 
and keeping access to residences.

Goal

Keeping the Public Trust
Strategies, Tools & Approaches 
• Meet with local agencies, County departments, first 

responders, and other stakeholders to understand 
concerns, requirements, review lead times and approval 
needs early. 

• Utilize DAC’s existing local relationships to establish trusted 
partnerships. 

• Accommodate and support the local community’s events to 
keep the commitments made. 

• Toby and Kelsey will track and monitor commitments and 
requirements made during project approval to ensure they 
are adhered to during construction.

Integration and Cooperation with the District, Hulteng CCM, and A&E
DAC focuses on optimizing District staff time through efficient meetings. We work to optimize meeting times to suit 
busy District staff schedules and minimize participants when possible to achieve a lean approach to collaboration. 
Even before the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, DAC was a leader in using video conferencing and shared platform 
technologies to reduce the ancillary load of meeting travel.
As both the District and DAC continue to adapt to potential remote work, establishing communication workgroups is 
a proven and effective method to minimize the “10,000 emails a day” scenario that occurs with the uptick in remote 
work across project teams. Like an escalation ladder concept, workgroups organize discussions in smaller groups that 
focus on the number of participants. As a result, we optimize the communication “load” for District, Hulteng CCM, 
and A&E staff. Below, we detail workgroups that provide an efficient and effective organization in cooperation with 
the District’s project team.

Lead & Freq. Who? Workgroup (Description, Role, and Communication Stream)

Allan Frankl 
Project Exec. 
[Monthly Check]

Project Leads 
from the District, 
Hulteng CCM, 
and A&E

Executive Committee. Provides overall guidance to the team, leads issue resolution in 
favor of District preferences. This 30-minute meeting checks the satisfaction of the 
District with the current progress and identifies any top-level issues for review.

Toby Krutz  
Project Manager 

DAC, Hulteng 
CCM, and A&E 
Project Managers

Project Update Meetings. Reviews progress updates from GC/CM efforts and 
disciplines.  Reviews schedule, risk matrix, and tracks action items in order to assess the 
health of the project and provide ongoing updates to the Executive Committee.

[Bi-weekly during preconstruction 
and weekly during construction]

Constructability. Reviews detailing and interfaces between design vision and 
construction intent, vets best means and methods, and optimizes phasing/work force 
planning, confirming schedule adherence, and fosters agreement on the best design 
details to meet project goals. Collaborates with County Health Department personnel 
as needed to ensure rapid permitting reviews and approval.

Safety & Asset Protection. Focused on developing best means and methods for 
protecting people; risk identification and management; incorporation of lessons 
learned for education-specific safety practices; development of the project Safety 
Manual; collaborates with other workgroups to define the means and methods for 
safely accomplishing the work. 

Paul O’Neill 
Lead Estimator 
[Bi-Weekly]

District, A&E, and 
Hulteng CCM 
Leads 

Core Estimating Workgroup. Collaborates with each of the workgroups above to 
provide iterative pricing and cost/benefit alternatives analysis; creates Opinion of 
Probable Construction Cost (OPCC) estimates for work packages; tracks both risk and 
innovation for incorporation into a final best-value GMP.

Lloyd Jenkins 
Superintendent,   
[Monthly]

District, 
Stakeholders, 
DAC Team 

Traffic Management Workgroup. Focused on establishing early opportunities to 
meet the goal of maintaining traffic and reducing neighborhood congestion during 
construction while improving safety overall.

Kelsey Williams 
Project Engineer 
[Bi-Weekly]

Workgroup 
Leads

Utilities Workgroup. Established immediately on NTP.  Drives early evaluation of existing 
conditions and site utilities mapping; reviews progress updates from task force disciplines 
and tracks the status of utility packages; reviews schedules, risk matrices, and tracks 
scope items to ensure utility clearances, relocations, and work is on schedule.

“The Dick Anderson team has done a fantastic job in helping us through our educational facilities process. 
They have been prepared, creative, and responsive to our needs. We have enjoyed working with Dick 
Anderson, and I can confidently say that we made the right choice in hiring Dick Anderson as our GC/CM.”
Larry L. Markuson
Superintendent
White Sulphur Springs School
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Advancing Projects & Work: COVID-19
DAC actively operates under a comprehensive COVID-19 plan to ensure all workers, subcontractors, and suppliers’ 
health and well-being. We often exceeded local, state, and federal guidelines while adjusting to the dynamic 
environment we all face.

Across Montana, DAC employees continue 
to advance work while keeping other 
workers and members of the public safe.

Preconstruction 

Pre-COVID, DAC moved to 
collaborative technologies such 
as Microsoft Teams and Zoom, 
which reduced the overall meeting 
load to our clients with optimized 
meeting times and structures and 
reduced face-to-face meetings using 
video conferencing. This approach 
positioned us to transition into the 
current environment seamlessly.
We will continue to partner with 
the District to develop the best 
methods and constructability 
options, using robust tools that allow 
us to communicate in person or 
remotely—always focusing on the 
people’s safety and the best interests 
of the project. 

Construction 

DAC advances projects every day 
across Montana. We continue to 
prove our ability to manage large 
projects and workforces safely, 
including managing our staff, 

craft workers, subcontractors, 
and suppliers while adhering to 
COVID-19 protocols.
In the field, DAC implements social 
distancing protocols using daily Crew 
Assignment Checklists; Worker, 
Supplier, and Visitor Assessment 
Questionnaires; and job site standards 
and cleaning/sanitation protocols. 
DAC has a strong Project Response 
Investigation Policy with detailed 
training that stresses our zero-
tolerance policy for working sick.
We will address COVID-19 changes 
and challenges during construction 
with a sizable self-performance 
capacity and proven methods 
and technologies. As we do on all 
projects, DAC will assign a dedicated 
COVID-19 Safety Lead to support 
the Project Safety Manager.   

DAC works diligently to assess and prepare for 
Environmental Health & Safety risks. Training provides 
leaders with a deeper understanding of the tools that 
maintain safety systems and processes. Planning identifies 
hazards and risks of significant operations and allows 
for detailed evaluations. Planning minimizes risk while 
improving quality and operations. Accountability is critical 
to success. Project Manager safety reviews are measured 
against progressively higher standards every year.
DAC holds subcontractors to the same standards as self-
performing DAC personnel. We will oversee subcontractor 
safety performance to ensure compliance with local, state, 
and federal safety regulations. These include corporate 
safety policies and procedures, specific project rules and 

regulations, and all applicable federal and state specifications, 
as well as any required by the Lolo School District. On every 
project, DAC Safety and Management personnel meet with 
each subcontractor before the start of work.
DAC’s industry-competitive Experience Modification Rate 
(EMR) of 0.85 proves our methods and approach to safety. 
The EMR is a multiplier used by the insurer to quantify the 
risk to ensure a contractor. Because our insurance carrier 
recognizes our ability to perform work safely, DAC’s EMR 
is 0.15 points lower than the industry average of 1.00. This 
lower EMR allows us to obtain better rates to insure our work 
and translates to a lower cost for the District on the project.

Program Development Training

 + Oversee/ensure employee, 
subcontractor, and public safety on 
the project overall.

 + Enforce DAC established and 
project-specific safety and health 
programs as well as federal, state, 
and local safety standards.

 + Determine and implement 
appropriate safety equipment and 
safe work practices for specific 
jobs based on OSHA and local 
standards.

 + Assist with the development/
maintenance of project 
Emergency Plans, designating 
specific individuals with specific 
responsibilities during emergencies. 
The Emergency Action Plan 
describes in detail all emergency 
actions and notifications to be 
made due to an emergency 
condition.

Prevention

 + Conduct monthly safety committee 
meetings, ensuring coordinated 
safety training and motivational 
campaigns comply with DAC 
policies.

 + Direct/participate in accident and 
near-miss incident investigations to 
determine causes and recommend 
corrective actions.

 + Collaborate directly with 
subcontractor and vendor partners 
to promote safe working conditions 
and behaviors.

 + Monitor and institute compliance 
programs.

 + Work closely with field supervision 
to plan more complex safety 
aspects of the project construction, 
including critical lifts, hazardous 
material handling, etc.

 + Organize/coordinate training 
programs for all employees in 
safety-related fields and conduct 
safety training.

 + Develop project-specific safety 
training for job site personnel, 
including subcontractors.

 + Conduct Safe Start meetings for 
subcontractor safety compliance.

 + Review, train, and assist in accident 
report processes, safety inspection 
reports, Safety Committee 
Meeting minutes, and insurance 
claim reports. Work in conjunction 
with third-party administrators to 
determine the root cause.

Approach to Safety
 ɫ 5. Specific procedures regarding safety and security 

while working in residential neighborhoods, and also 
your safety plan for keeping the public, school, and 
all workers safe with regard to Covid-19 or other 
infectious diseases.

DAC is committed to maintaining a safe work environment. 
We diligently assess Environmental Health & Safety (EH&S) 
risks associated with all operations while employing work-
safe practices that minimize community and environmental 
impacts. DAC promotes a culture of measured and 
continual improvement of its EH&S performance, setting 
quantifiable goals and stressing accountability. During 
preconstruction, DAC will incorporate collaborative work 
planning that includes safety, management, field supervision, 

and craft labor input. This effort will result in a site-specific 
safety management plan for construction. Each project 
element will then have its safety performance tracked and 
measured against established Safety Leading Indicators (SLIs) 
during construction.
In the field, early and systematic planning, including Job 
Hazard Analysis (JHA) for specific tasks and fundamental 
safety management practices, will be fostered from start 
to finish. Daily safety meetings cover the potential JHAs 
inherent to the day’s scheduled work to prepare all team 
members for prevention and mitigation. We use JHAs as an 
opportunity to educate subcontractor staff on safety risks 
and set expectations for performance during construction. 

Safety Leadership
Safety Manager Skyler Willard brings nearly 18 years of construction industry safety experience to his role as Safety 
Director for Dick Anderson Construction. He has spent the last four years with DAC, utilizing his Bachelor of Science 
(OSH) Occupational Safety & Health Science & Engineering to develop and create comprehensive company ES&H 
programs. Skyler’s focus is to analyze, prioritize and effectively manage complex issues related to state and federal 
regulations and health requirements. Skyler’s breadth of experience balances field-level to program-level considerations 
across internal project management and external public agency coordination, which uniquely qualifies him to lead this 
Lolo K-8 School Project’s safety efforts.
In addition to overall safety management, Skyler will focus on three areas of responsibility:
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Subcontractor Selection
 ɫ 6. Discuss your subcontracting plan and thoughts 

on engaging services of local firms as well as your 
prequalification process for the selection of potential 
subcontractors.

DAC will consider the use of qualified subcontractors for all 
specialty trades and selection due to price and performance 
factors combined. DAC will not select subcontractors on 
price alone. To ensure the best mixture of cost, productivity, 
and quality from our subcontracting team, DAC will consider 
six performance factors listed below when selecting 
subcontractors.
1. Work quality, timeliness, and overall delivery quality;
2. History of partnership and collaborative project work;
3. Transparent pricing and an established history of 

delivering scope to established budgets;
4. Proven history of safe work, including an EMR of 1.00 

(industry average) or lower;
5. Overall quality of their work - DAC considers previous 

work history and performance; and
6. Proven history of commitment and allocation of 

personnel, equipment, and materials resources.
DAC will assign a point value to each of the factors listed 
(0-5 points). We will then recommend the subcontractor 
to be selected based on a total of the score. DAC believes 
that implementing these factors into the subcontractor 

selection process allows for a fair and precise evaluation of 
each respondent. DAC can then work with the District and 
Hulteng CCM to choose the most qualified subcontractors 
based on the project’s needs.

Local Participation
DAC will implement this subcontractor selection plan in 
the project’s planning stages to determine subcontractors’ 
qualifications to submit pricing further when needed. DAC 
will work with the District, Hulteng CCM, and A&E Design to 
identify qualified small, local, and emerging firms for inclusion 
in the bidding process. DAC has completed several projects 
within Lolo and the surrounding area, and we have identified 
many capable local subcontractors able to deliver scopes of 
work involved in this project.
With this experience, we understand the importance of Early 
Subcontractor Engagement. We believe in an integrated 
approach that includes our subcontractor teammates. 
This effort has begun, with DAC meeting with local 
subcontractors and engaging them. DAC will then hold three 
“Market Development Workshops” as an outreach effort to 
subcontractors, vendors, and DBE entities, giving the District 
confidence in receiving fair and honest bids.
Market workshops provide two essential benefits, (a) 
Workshops allow educating the market on potential 
subcontracting opportunities. The greater the subcontractor 
market knowledge, the less likely the mark will be to price 
risk into possible bids, (b) Workshops provide an opportunity 
for DAC to connect with, mentor, and support local business. 

Western Sports Flooring

With more than twenty years experience, Western 
Sports Flooring understands how critical it is to work 
with the prime contractor and HVAC crew to ensure 
that the building is complete enough to properly 
acclimate the materials prior to install. They have 
over a decade of successful project completion with 
DAC alone, including Belgrade Elementary, Bryant 
Elementary, Medicine Crow Middle School, and East 
Helena High School (pictured).

4G Plumbing & Heating

Built in 1896, 223 N. Higgings Ave. required elaborate 
retrofitting and plumbing work to build a new full bar 
and bathrooms in the previously unused basement, in 
addition to the kitchen, bar, and bathrooms upstairs. 
4G completed the intricate scope of work on a tight 
schedule that easily passed the Missoula County 
Health Department inspection.

Subcontractor Success
DAC has forged strong relationship with a broad range of local subcontractors.

Packaging Work for Bid
 ɫ 6. Provide a detailed description of work normally 

performed by your own forces and provide a detailed 
description of work normally subcontracted to other 
firms or companies.

DAC will transparently assemble work packages, including 
scopes intended for self-performance or subcontracting. 
DAC will competitively bid any scope we identify as self-
performance to ensure cost transparency. DAC brings 
the following benefits when developing OPCC, ROM, 
milestone, and final GMP estimates:
• During preconstruction, historical cost estimating and 

pricing databases allow our team to quantify ideas, 
innovations, and alternatives rapidly, using numbers 
that reflect “real world” costs and values.

• Using our experience in Montana overall, and the 
Lolo and Missoula areas, DAC has maintained strong 
relationships with the local subcontractor, vendor, 
and supplier market. Knowing the quality of potential 
subcontractors is as essential as receiving the lowest 
competitive bid.

• DAC has the estimating experience to craft clear and 
detailed bid packages that will attract competition 
from the best subcontractors and are structured to 
encourage the broadest response from the market 
as a whole.

Typical Self Performance Scopes

 + Demolition

 + Concrete

 + Framing

 + Finish Carpentry

 + Exterior Insulation and Substrates

 + Caulking and Sealants

 + Siding

 + Doors, Frames, and Hardware

 + Specialties

Anticipated Subcontracted Scopes

 + Hazardous Material 
Removal or Abatement  + Drywall

 + Excavation and Backfill  + Floor Coverings

 + Landscaping and Irrigation  + Gym Flooring

 + Masonry  + Acoustic Ceilings

 + Steel Fabrication  + Mechanical and Plumbing

 + Steel Erection  + Electrical / Data / Special 
Systems

 + Roofing  + Fireproofing and Fire 
Sprinkler

 + Painting  + Windows

 + Acoustical Ceilings

“For the past six years, I have worked 
side by side with Dick Anderson on 
numerous projects, including the current 
$13M McKinley Elementary School. When 
Dick Anderson commits to a job, you can 
count on it getting done the way it was 
designed. They have worked hard to deliver 
a quality product well within budget.” 
Lew Anderson
Executive Director of Schools 
Billings Public Schools

Anticipated Scope Breakout
DAC has a strong self-performance capacity and has been historically competitive when bidding against market 
subcontractors. We will pursue the best-value approach to this project to provide the lowest cost mix of self-
performance and subcontracted work.
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Current Schedule Date: 09-Feb-21 Lolo Schoool RFP
Dick Anderson Construction

Current Original Baseline
Progress  Milestones
Critical Summary

1  of 3

 WBS - Lolo Schoool RFP
 WBS - Preconstruction / Design Phase

 A1010  Design Development 
 A1020  Construction Documents 
 A1030  100% CD's 
 A1040  Bidding 
 A1060  Permit Review 
 A1850  Building Permit Issued 
 A1050  GMP, Award and Contracting 
 A1090  NTP 
 A1860  Subcontracting & Procurement 

 WBS - Construction
 WBS - Sitework & Excavation

 A1070  Temp Fencing and Job Office Setup 
 A1080  Mobilization 
 A1100  Clear & Grub 
 A1110  Grading of Site 
 A1120  Structural Excavation 
 A1520  Utilities to Site 

 WBS - Foundation & Slab on Grade
 A1130  Footings 
 A1140  Foundation Walls 
 A1150  Backfill 
 A1160  MEP Underground 
 A1170  Slab on Grade Prep, Pour & Cure 

 WBS - Building Structure & Shell
 A1190  Structural Steel 1st Floor 
 A1200  Structural Steel 2nd Floor 
 A1210  Structural Steel Gymnasium 
 A1220  Metal Decking 
 A1230  Roof Framing & Decking 
 A1240  Slab on Deck Prep & Pour 
 A1250  Exterior Framing Level 1 
 A1270  Roofing 
 A1870  Exterior Framing Level 2 
 A1260  Exterior Sheathing 
 A1280  Exterior Insulation System 

635d 09-Feb-21 20-Jul-23
247d 09-Feb-21 24-Jan-22
69d 09-Feb-21 14-May-21 
95d 17-May-21 29-Sep-21 
0d 29-Sep-21 29-Sep-21 

35d 30-Sep-21 17-Nov-21 
40d 30-Sep-21 24-Nov-21 
0d 24-Nov-21 24-Nov-21 

10d 29-Nov-21 10-Dec-21 
0d 10-Dec-21 10-Dec-21 

30d 13-Dec-21 24-Jan-22 
360d 02-Mar-22 18-Jul-23
40d 02-Mar-22 26-Apr-22
5d 02-Mar-22 08-Mar-22 
5d 09-Mar-22 15-Mar-22 
5d 16-Mar-22 22-Mar-22 
5d 23-Mar-22 29-Mar-22 

10d 23-Mar-22 05-Apr-22 
20d 30-Mar-22 26-Apr-22 
69d 06-Apr-22 11-Jul-22
15d 06-Apr-22 26-Apr-22 
25d 20-Apr-22 24-May-22 
7d 25-May-22 03-Jun-22 

15d 06-Jun-22 24-Jun-22 
15d 20-Jun-22 11-Jul-22 

247d 12-Jul-22 21-Jun-23
20d 12-Jul-22 08-Aug-22 
20d 26-Jul-22 22-Aug-22 
10d 09-Aug-22 22-Aug-22 
15d 09-Aug-22 29-Aug-22 
20d 23-Aug-22 20-Sep-22 
10d 30-Aug-22 13-Sep-22 
20d 30-Aug-22 27-Sep-22 
25d 14-Sep-22 18-Oct-22 
15d 21-Sep-22 11-Oct-22 
20d 21-Sep-22 18-Oct-22 
20d 05-Oct-22 01-Nov-22 
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WBS - Lolo Schoool RFPWBS - Lolo Schoool RFPWBS - Lolo Schoool RFPWBS - Lolo Schoool RFPWBS - Lolo Schoool RFP

WBS - Preconstruction / Design PhaseWBS - Preconstruction / Design PhaseWBS - Preconstruction / Design PhaseWBS - Preconstruction / Design PhaseWBS - Preconstruction / Design Phase

Design DevelopmentDesign DevelopmentDesign DevelopmentDesign DevelopmentDesign Development

Construction DocumentsConstruction DocumentsConstruction DocumentsConstruction DocumentsConstruction Documents

� 100% CD's100% CD's100% CD's100% CD's100% CD's

BiddingBiddingBiddingBiddingBidding

Permit ReviewPermit ReviewPermit ReviewPermit ReviewPermit Review

� Building Permit IssuedBuilding Permit IssuedBuilding Permit IssuedBuilding Permit IssuedBuilding Permit Issued

GMP, Award and ContractingGMP, Award and ContractingGMP, Award and ContractingGMP, Award and ContractingGMP, Award and Contracting

� NTPNTPNTPNTPNTP

Subcontracting & ProcurementSubcontracting & ProcurementSubcontracting & ProcurementSubcontracting & ProcurementSubcontracting & Procurement

WBS - ConstructionWBS - ConstructionWBS - ConstructionWBS - ConstructionWBS - Construction

WBS - Sitework & ExcavationWBS - Sitework & ExcavationWBS - Sitework & ExcavationWBS - Sitework & ExcavationWBS - Sitework & Excavation

Temp Fencing and Job Office SetupTemp Fencing and Job Office SetupTemp Fencing and Job Office SetupTemp Fencing and Job Office SetupTemp Fencing and Job Office Setup

MobilizationMobilizationMobilizationMobilizationMobilization

Clear & GrubClear & GrubClear & GrubClear & GrubClear & Grub

Grading of SiteGrading of SiteGrading of SiteGrading of SiteGrading of Site

Structural ExcavationStructural ExcavationStructural ExcavationStructural ExcavationStructural Excavation

Utilities to SiteUtilities to SiteUtilities to SiteUtilities to SiteUtilities to Site

WBS - Foundation & Slab on GradeWBS - Foundation & Slab on GradeWBS - Foundation & Slab on GradeWBS - Foundation & Slab on GradeWBS - Foundation & Slab on Grade

FootingsFootingsFootingsFootingsFootings

Foundation WallsFoundation WallsFoundation WallsFoundation WallsFoundation Walls

BackfillBackfillBackfillBackfillBackfill

MEP UndergroundMEP UndergroundMEP UndergroundMEP UndergroundMEP Underground

Slab on Grade Prep, Pour & CureSlab on Grade Prep, Pour & CureSlab on Grade Prep, Pour & CureSlab on Grade Prep, Pour & CureSlab on Grade Prep, Pour & Cure

WBS - Building Structure & ShellWBS - Building Structure & ShellWBS - Building Structure & ShellWBS - Building Structure & ShellWBS - Building Structure & Shell

Structural Steel 1st FloorStructural Steel 1st FloorStructural Steel 1st FloorStructural Steel 1st FloorStructural Steel 1st Floor

Structural Steel 2nd FloorStructural Steel 2nd FloorStructural Steel 2nd FloorStructural Steel 2nd FloorStructural Steel 2nd Floor

Structural Steel GymnasiumStructural Steel GymnasiumStructural Steel GymnasiumStructural Steel GymnasiumStructural Steel Gymnasium

Metal DeckingMetal DeckingMetal DeckingMetal DeckingMetal Decking

Roof Framing & DeckingRoof Framing & DeckingRoof Framing & DeckingRoof Framing & DeckingRoof Framing & Decking

Slab on Deck Prep & PourSlab on Deck Prep & PourSlab on Deck Prep & PourSlab on Deck Prep & PourSlab on Deck Prep & Pour

Exterior Framing Level 1Exterior Framing Level 1Exterior Framing Level 1Exterior Framing Level 1Exterior Framing Level 1

RoofingRoofingRoofingRoofingRoofing

Exterior Framing Level 2Exterior Framing Level 2Exterior Framing Level 2Exterior Framing Level 2Exterior Framing Level 2

Exterior SheathingExterior SheathingExterior SheathingExterior SheathingExterior Sheathing

Exterior Insulation SystemExterior Insulation SystemExterior Insulation SystemExterior Insulation SystemExterior Insulation System

ID Name PD Start Finish



Current Schedule Date: 09-Feb-21 Lolo Schoool RFP
Dick Anderson Construction

Current Original Baseline
Progress  Milestones
Critical Summary

2  of 3

 A1300  Install Windows, Storefronts & Glazing 
 A1330  Masonry 
 A1290  Install Door Frames & Temp Doors 
 A1320  Siding 
 A1310  Building Dry-In 
 A1980  Main Entry, Exterior Exits & Security D…

 WBS - 1st Floor
 WBS - 1st Floor - Interior Framing & MEPS Rough-In

 A1340  Interior Framing 
 A1350  MEPS Rough-In 
 A1360  Insulation 
 A1370  Drywall, Tape & Paint 
 A1380  Acoustical Ceiling Grid 

 WBS - 1st Floor - Interior Finishes
 A1400  Casework 
 A1420  Flooring/Tile 
 A1410  Specialities 
 A1390  Acoustical Ceiling Tile 
 A1430  MEP Trim Out 
 A1450  Signage & Final Paint 
 A1440  Doors & Hardware 
 A1900  Punchlist 1st Floor 
 A1890  Final Cleaning 1st Floor 
 A1910  1st Floor Substantial Completion 

 WBS - 2nd Floor
 WBS - 2nd Floor - Interior Framing & MEPS Rough-In

 A1460  Interior Framing 
 A1470  MEPS Rough-In 
 A1480  Insulation 
 A1490  Drywall, Tape & Paint 
 A1500  Acoustical Ceiling Grid 

 WBS - 2nd Floor - Interior Finishes
 A1530  Casework 
 A1550  Flooring/Tile 
 A1510  Acoustical Ceiling Tile 
 A1540  Specialties 
 A1560  MEP Trim Out 

20d 05-Oct-22 01-Nov-22 
20d 19-Oct-22 15-Nov-22 
5d 02-Nov-22 08-Nov-22 

25d 02-Nov-22 08-Dec-22 
0d 08-Nov-22 08-Nov-22 

10d 08-Jun-23 21-Jun-23 
171d 12-Oct-22 07-Jun-23
72d 12-Oct-22 19-Jan-23
20d 12-Oct-22 08-Nov-22 
25d 19-Oct-22 22-Nov-22 
5d 23-Nov-22 01-Dec-22 

25d 02-Dec-22 09-Jan-23 
8d 10-Jan-23 19-Jan-23 

99d 20-Jan-23 07-Jun-23
15d 20-Jan-23 09-Feb-23 
20d 10-Feb-23 09-Mar-23 
10d 10-Mar-23 23-Mar-23 
10d 10-Mar-23 23-Mar-23 
15d 24-Mar-23 13-Apr-23 
8d 14-Apr-23 25-Apr-23 

10d 26-Apr-23 09-May-23 
15d 10-May-23 31-May-23 
5d 01-Jun-23 07-Jun-23 
0d 07-Jun-23 07-Jun-23 

161d 09-Nov-22 21-Jun-23
67d 09-Nov-22 09-Feb-23
15d 09-Nov-22 01-Dec-22 
20d 23-Nov-22 22-Dec-22 
5d 23-Dec-22 30-Dec-22 

20d 03-Jan-23 30-Jan-23 
8d 31-Jan-23 09-Feb-23 

94d 10-Feb-23 21-Jun-23
15d 10-Feb-23 02-Mar-23 
20d 03-Mar-23 30-Mar-23 
8d 31-Mar-23 11-Apr-23 

10d 31-Mar-23 13-Apr-23 
10d 14-Apr-23 27-Apr-23 
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Install Windows, Install Windows, Install Windows, Install Windows, Install Windows, Storefronts & GlazingStorefronts & GlazingStorefronts & GlazingStorefronts & GlazingStorefronts & Glazing

MasonryMasonryMasonryMasonryMasonry

Install Door Frames & Temp DoorsInstall Door Frames & Temp DoorsInstall Door Frames & Temp DoorsInstall Door Frames & Temp DoorsInstall Door Frames & Temp Doors

SidingSidingSidingSidingSiding

� Building Dry-InBuilding Dry-InBuilding Dry-InBuilding Dry-InBuilding Dry-In

Main Entry, Exterior Exits & Security DMain Entry, Exterior Exits & Security DMain Entry, Exterior Exits & Security DMain Entry, Exterior Exits & Security DMain Entry, Exterior Exits & Security D

WBS - 1st FloorWBS - 1st FloorWBS - 1st FloorWBS - 1st FloorWBS - 1st Floor

WBS - 1st Floor - Interior Framing & MEPS Rough-InWBS - 1st Floor - Interior Framing & MEPS Rough-InWBS - 1st Floor - Interior Framing & MEPS Rough-InWBS - 1st Floor - Interior Framing & MEPS Rough-InWBS - 1st Floor - Interior Framing & MEPS Rough-In

Interior FramingInterior FramingInterior FramingInterior FramingInterior Framing

MEPS Rough-InMEPS Rough-InMEPS Rough-InMEPS Rough-InMEPS Rough-In

InsulationInsulationInsulationInsulationInsulation

Drywall, Tape & PaintDrywall, Tape & PaintDrywall, Tape & PaintDrywall, Tape & PaintDrywall, Tape & Paint

Acoustical Ceiling GridAcoustical Ceiling GridAcoustical Ceiling GridAcoustical Ceiling GridAcoustical Ceiling Grid

WBS - 1st Floor - Interior FinishesWBS - 1st Floor - Interior FinishesWBS - 1st Floor - Interior FinishesWBS - 1st Floor - Interior FinishesWBS - 1st Floor - Interior Finishes

CaseworkCaseworkCaseworkCaseworkCasework

Flooring/TileFlooring/TileFlooring/TileFlooring/TileFlooring/Tile

SpecialitiesSpecialitiesSpecialitiesSpecialitiesSpecialities

Acoustical Ceiling TileAcoustical Ceiling TileAcoustical Ceiling TileAcoustical Ceiling TileAcoustical Ceiling Tile

MEP Trim OutMEP Trim OutMEP Trim OutMEP Trim OutMEP Trim Out

Signage & Final PaintSignage & Final PaintSignage & Final PaintSignage & Final PaintSignage & Final Paint

Doors & HardwareDoors & HardwareDoors & HardwareDoors & HardwareDoors & Hardware

Punchlist 1st FloorPunchlist 1st FloorPunchlist 1st FloorPunchlist 1st FloorPunchlist 1st Floor

Final Cleaning 1st FloorFinal Cleaning 1st FloorFinal Cleaning 1st FloorFinal Cleaning 1st FloorFinal Cleaning 1st Floor

� 1st Floor Substantial Completion1st Floor Substantial Completion1st Floor Substantial Completion1st Floor Substantial Completion1st Floor Substantial Completion

WBS - 2nd FloorWBS - 2nd FloorWBS - 2nd FloorWBS - 2nd FloorWBS - 2nd Floor

WBS - 2nd Floor - Interior Framing & MEPS Rough-InWBS - 2nd Floor - Interior Framing & MEPS Rough-InWBS - 2nd Floor - Interior Framing & MEPS Rough-InWBS - 2nd Floor - Interior Framing & MEPS Rough-InWBS - 2nd Floor - Interior Framing & MEPS Rough-In

Interior FramingInterior FramingInterior FramingInterior FramingInterior Framing

MEPS Rough-InMEPS Rough-InMEPS Rough-InMEPS Rough-InMEPS Rough-In

InsulationInsulationInsulationInsulationInsulation

Drywall, Tape & PaintDrywall, Tape & PaintDrywall, Tape & PaintDrywall, Tape & PaintDrywall, Tape & Paint

Acoustical Ceiling GridAcoustical Ceiling GridAcoustical Ceiling GridAcoustical Ceiling GridAcoustical Ceiling Grid

WBS - 2nd Floor - Interior FinishesWBS - 2nd Floor - Interior FinishesWBS - 2nd Floor - Interior FinishesWBS - 2nd Floor - Interior FinishesWBS - 2nd Floor - Interior Finishes

CaseworkCaseworkCaseworkCaseworkCasework

Flooring/TileFlooring/TileFlooring/TileFlooring/TileFlooring/Tile

Acoustical Ceiling TileAcoustical Ceiling TileAcoustical Ceiling TileAcoustical Ceiling TileAcoustical Ceiling Tile

SpecialtiesSpecialtiesSpecialtiesSpecialtiesSpecialties

MEP Trim OutMEP Trim OutMEP Trim OutMEP Trim OutMEP Trim Out

ID Name PD Start Finish



Current Schedule Date: 09-Feb-21 Lolo Schoool RFP
Dick Anderson Construction

Current Original Baseline
Progress  Milestones
Critical Summary

3  of 3

 A1580  Signage & Final Paint 
 A1570  Doors & Hardware 
 A1920  Punchlist 2nd Floor 
 A1930  Final Cleaning 2nd Floor 
 A1940  2nd Floor Substantial Completion 

 WBS - Gymnasium
 A1590  Interior Framing @ Gym 
 A1600  MEPS Rough-In 
 A1610  Insulation 
 A1620  Drywall, Tape & Paint 
 A1990  MEP Trim-out 
 A1650  Install Lockers 
 A1640  Gym Floor 
 A1670  Bleachers/Seating 
 A1630  Acoustical Treatment 
 A1660  Goals, Lights, Scoreboard, etc. 
 A1950  Punchlist Gym 
 A1960  Gym Substantial Completion 

 WBS - Exterior Improvements
 A1680  Curb & Gutter 
 A1700  Athletic Fields 
 A1710  Sidewalks and Hardscape 
 A1730  Base & Paving 
 A1690  Landscape & Irrigation 
 A1740  Prep for Playground 
 A1750  Install Playground Equipment 
 A1970  Final Paving & Striping 
 A1760  Exterior Signage 
 A1770  Fencing & Lighting 

 WBS - Project Closeout
 A1780  Mechanical Start-Up & Testing 
 A1790  Commissioning 
 A1800  Final Inspections 
 A1810  Certificate of Occupancy 
 A1820  Owner FFE/Move-In 
 A1830  Owner Training 
 A1840  Final Completion 

8d 28-Apr-23 09-May-23 
10d 10-May-23 23-May-23 
15d 24-May-23 14-Jun-23 
5d 15-Jun-23 21-Jun-23 
0d 21-Jun-23 21-Jun-23 

112d 21-Sep-22 23-Feb-23
15d 21-Sep-22 11-Oct-22 
15d 19-Oct-22 08-Nov-22 
5d 09-Nov-22 15-Nov-22 

20d 16-Nov-22 15-Dec-22 
5d 16-Dec-22 22-Dec-22 
5d 16-Dec-22 22-Dec-22 

10d 23-Dec-22 09-Jan-23 
8d 10-Jan-23 19-Jan-23 
5d 20-Jan-23 26-Jan-23 

15d 27-Jan-23 16-Feb-23 
5d 17-Feb-23 23-Feb-23 
0d 23-Feb-23 23-Feb-23 

50d 10-May-23 18-Jul-23
10d 10-May-23 23-May-23 
20d 10-May-23 07-Jun-23 
20d 18-May-23 15-Jun-23 
10d 24-May-23 07-Jun-23 
25d 31-May-23 05-Jul-23 
10d 08-Jun-23 21-Jun-23 
8d 22-Jun-23 03-Jul-23 
4d 06-Jul-23 11-Jul-23 
5d 06-Jul-23 12-Jul-23 
5d 12-Jul-23 18-Jul-23 

26d 15-Jun-23 20-Jul-23
12d 15-Jun-23 30-Jun-23 
10d 22-Jun-23 06-Jul-23 
5d 07-Jul-23 13-Jul-23 
0d 13-Jul-23 13-Jul-23 
5d 14-Jul-23 20-Jul-23 
5d 14-Jul-23 20-Jul-23 
0d 20-Jul-23 20-Jul-23 
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Signage & Final PaintSignage & Final PaintSignage & Final PaintSignage & Final PaintSignage & Final Paint

Doors & HardwareDoors & HardwareDoors & HardwareDoors & HardwareDoors & Hardware

Punchlist 2nd FloorPunchlist 2nd FloorPunchlist 2nd FloorPunchlist 2nd FloorPunchlist 2nd Floor

Final Cleaning 2nd FloorFinal Cleaning 2nd FloorFinal Cleaning 2nd FloorFinal Cleaning 2nd FloorFinal Cleaning 2nd Floor

� 2nd Floor Substantial Completion2nd Floor Substantial Completion2nd Floor Substantial Completion2nd Floor Substantial Completion2nd Floor Substantial Completion

WBS - GymnasiumWBS - GymnasiumWBS - GymnasiumWBS - GymnasiumWBS - Gymnasium

Interior Framing @ GymInterior Framing @ GymInterior Framing @ GymInterior Framing @ GymInterior Framing @ Gym

MEPS Rough-InMEPS Rough-InMEPS Rough-InMEPS Rough-InMEPS Rough-In

InsulationInsulationInsulationInsulationInsulation

Drywall, Tape & PaintDrywall, Tape & PaintDrywall, Tape & PaintDrywall, Tape & PaintDrywall, Tape & Paint

MEP Trim-outMEP Trim-outMEP Trim-outMEP Trim-outMEP Trim-out

Install LockersInstall LockersInstall LockersInstall LockersInstall Lockers

Gym FloorGym FloorGym FloorGym FloorGym Floor

Bleachers/SeatingBleachers/SeatingBleachers/SeatingBleachers/SeatingBleachers/Seating

Acoustical TreatmentAcoustical TreatmentAcoustical TreatmentAcoustical TreatmentAcoustical Treatment

Goals, Lights, Scoreboard, etc.Goals, Lights, Scoreboard, etc.Goals, Lights, Scoreboard, etc.Goals, Lights, Scoreboard, etc.Goals, Lights, Scoreboard, etc.

Punchlist GymPunchlist GymPunchlist GymPunchlist GymPunchlist Gym

� Gym Substantial CompletionGym Substantial CompletionGym Substantial CompletionGym Substantial CompletionGym Substantial Completion

WBS - Exterior ImprovementsWBS - Exterior ImprovementsWBS - Exterior ImprovementsWBS - Exterior ImprovementsWBS - Exterior Improvements

Curb & GutterCurb & GutterCurb & GutterCurb & GutterCurb & Gutter

Athletic FieldsAthletic FieldsAthletic FieldsAthletic FieldsAthletic Fields

Sidewalks and HardscapeSidewalks and HardscapeSidewalks and HardscapeSidewalks and HardscapeSidewalks and Hardscape

Base & PavingBase & PavingBase & PavingBase & PavingBase & Paving

Landscape & IrrigationLandscape & IrrigationLandscape & IrrigationLandscape & IrrigationLandscape & Irrigation

Prep for PlaygroundPrep for PlaygroundPrep for PlaygroundPrep for PlaygroundPrep for Playground

Install Playground EquipmentInstall Playground EquipmentInstall Playground EquipmentInstall Playground EquipmentInstall Playground Equipment

Final Paving & StripingFinal Paving & StripingFinal Paving & StripingFinal Paving & StripingFinal Paving & Striping

Exterior SignageExterior SignageExterior SignageExterior SignageExterior Signage

Fencing & LightingFencing & LightingFencing & LightingFencing & LightingFencing & Lighting

WBS - Project CloseoutWBS - Project CloseoutWBS - Project CloseoutWBS - Project CloseoutWBS - Project Closeout

Mechanical Start-Up & TestingMechanical Start-Up & TestingMechanical Start-Up & TestingMechanical Start-Up & TestingMechanical Start-Up & Testing

CommissioningCommissioningCommissioningCommissioningCommissioning

Final InspectionsFinal InspectionsFinal InspectionsFinal InspectionsFinal Inspections

� Certificate of OccupancyCertificate of OccupancyCertificate of OccupancyCertificate of OccupancyCertificate of Occupancy

Owner FFE/Move-InOwner FFE/Move-InOwner FFE/Move-InOwner FFE/Move-InOwner FFE/Move-In

Owner TrainingOwner TrainingOwner TrainingOwner TrainingOwner Training

� Final CompletionFinal CompletionFinal CompletionFinal CompletionFinal Completion

ID Name PD Start Finish



Price



PRICE
A. Preconstruction Services Fee
Dick Anderson Construction’s Preconstruction services include budgeting, costs comparisons, proactive material 
selection, plan review, and constructability review. The budget for your project will be developed as a TEAM – this 
aspect is highly important to the success of this project. 
Dick Anderson Construction proposes a guaranteed maximum Preconstruction Service Fee for this project of $78,765 .
• DAC fully understands and anticipates to spend as many hours as needed for preconstruction. We understand that 

the number of hours required to do a quality preconstruction job will likely put us over the proposed amount. The 
Maximum Dollar amount that Lolo School District will pay for preconstruction services is $78,765.

HO
UR

LY
 R

AT
ES

Project Executive $100.00/hr

The Preconstruction Fee by no means limits the 
effort that DAC will put into the preconstruction 
phase of your project. The value the TEAM gets 
from a thorough and well executed preconstruction 
process pays off for everyone during construction 
and well into the future of the Lolo School District’s 
use of the campus.

Project Manager $85.00/hr

Construction Superintendent $75.00/hr

Project Engineer  $70.00/hr

Preconstruction Services Estimator $75.00/hr

B. GC/CM Fee
Dick Anderson Construction proposes a GC/CM Fee of 
3.25%. The proposed Fee will cover all of our general 
overhead and construction profit. The Fee does not cover 
any direct project costs, insurance, or bonding.

C. General Conditions & General 
Requirements Costs
1. The dollar amount to be reimbursed.
2. “Included in Fee” if included in GC/CM Fee = IIF
3. “By Owner” if required but not included in GMP, GC/

CM Fee for GMCR = BO
4. “Not Required if the GC/CM determines that the 

service is not required for the project = NR
5. “Cost of the Work if the GC/CM determines that an 

item will be issued in a later bid pack = COW
The total of these costs shall constitute the Guaranteed 
Maximum Cost for Reimbursables (GMCR) as shown in 
the worksheet at the end of this section.  

D. Method of Adjustment for Change 
Orders
Method of Adjustment for OH&P on Owner Directed 
Changes to the Contract is 3.25%. This markup is on top 
of subcontractor markups or self perform work markups.

Change Orders are written for real changes to the scope 
of the project as initially designed into the construction 
documents. These changes can be undiscovered 
conditions during a renovation project to the addition of 
space, changes in materials or the addition of particular 
scopes of work (e.g. technology). These changes are 
documented via architect’s directives and are completely 
priced out and transparently reported to you.
Other changes are handled through the construction 
contingency, which is an amount agreed upon during 
the establishment of the Guaranteed Maximum Price 
(GMP). These changes have a zero dollar effect on the 
GMP as the cost is moved to or from the contingency for 
reductions or additions to the work. 

E. Sub-Contractor Method of Adjustment
Subcontractor Mark-up will not exceed 10%. 
Subcontractors will be required to provide a detailed 
takeoff of materials and their associated costs. Labor 
rates will be fixed prior to subcontract signature. The 
range is given because subcontractors with large dollar 
subcontracts should (and will) be able to mark-up 
their work at a lesser rate than those with very small 
subcontracts.
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Request for Proposals for GC/CM Services 
New K-8 Building  
Lolo SD #7 

    Page 11 of 15  

 

 

 
GUARANTEED MAXIMUM COST FOR REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES 

FOR GENERAL CONDITIONS AND GENERAL REQUIREMENTS (GMCR) 
 
 
 

List the following Guaranteed Maximum Cost for Reimbursable (GMCR) expenses for General Conditions 
and General Requirements. All lines are to be completed by listing one of the following: 

 
1. The dollar amount to be reimbursed. 
2. “Included in Fee” if included in GC/CM Fee = IIF 
3. “By District” if required but not included in GMP, GC/CM Fee or GMCR = BO 
4. “Not Required” if the GC/CM determines that the service is not required for the project = NR 
5. “Cost of the Work” if the GC/CM determines an item will be issued in a bid pack = COW 

The total of these costs shall constitute the Guaranteed Maximum Cost for Reimbursables (GMCR). 

100 Personnel Quantity Unit Unit Price GMC 

1. Project Executive 
          

         IIF 

2. Project Manager 
 
    1184 

 
  hrs 

 
    $ 85.00 

 
  $100,640.00 

3. Assistant Project Manager 
    

        NR 

4. Estimator 
    

         IIF 

5. Project Engineer I 
    

        NR 

6. Project Engineer II 
 
     2960 

 
  hrs 

 
   $ 75.00 

 
  $222,000.00 

7. Project Superintendent 
 
     2960 

 
  hrs 

 
  $ 80.00 

 
  $236,800.00 

8. Business Manager 
    

       IIF 

9. Secretary 
    

       IIF 

10. Clerk 
    

       IIF 

11. Travel/Relocation Costs 
    

       IIF 

12. Intern 
    

       IIF 

13. Other 
    

       IIF 

SUBTOTAL 100 
 
 $559,440.00 



Request for Proposals for GC/CM Services 
New K-8 Building  
Lolo SD #7 
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200 Home and Field Office Quantity Unit Unit Price GMC 

1. Office Supplies 
 
       17 

 
   mo 

 
    $200.00 

 
    $3,400.00 

2. Office Equipment 
 
       17 

 
   mo 

 
   $200.00 

 
    $3,400.00 

3. Photo Copy  
      17 

 
   mo 

 
   $200.00 

 
   $3,400.00 

4. Blueprints  
      17 

 
  mo 

 
   $200.00 

 
    $3,400.00 

5. Photos  
     17 

 
   mo 

 
   $200.00 

 
    $3,400.00 

6. Computer Equipment  
     17 

 
   mo 

 
  $200.00 

 
   $3,400.00 

7. Internet  
     17 

 
   mo 

 
   $200.00 

 
   $3,400.00 

8. Facsimile Charges  
    17 

 
   mo 

 
  $200.00 

 
   $3,400.00 

9. Telephones Charges  
    17 

 
   mo 

 
  $200.00 

 
   $3,400.00 

10. Cell Phone Charges  
   17 

 
   mo 

 
    $500.00 

 
   $8,500.00 

11. Radios  
     1 

 
    ls 

 
   $2,500.00 

 
   $2,500.00 

12. Postage  
    17 

 
    mo 

 
 $200.00 

 
   $3,400.00 

13. Other 
    

    IIF 
 
    IIF 14. Other 

   

SUBTOTAL 200 
 
  $45,000.000 



Request for Proposals for GC/CM Services 
New K-8 Building  
Lolo SD #7 
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300 Field Office Quantity Unit Unit Price GMC 

1. Rent  
  17 

 
  Mo 

 
   $2,000.00 

 
  $34,000.00 

2. Transport, Set-Up and 
Dismantle 

 
  2 

 
  Times 

 
  $1,000.00 

 
  $2,000.00 

3. Field Office Utility Hookup  
  1 

 
 Ls 

 
  $16,600.00 

 
  $16,600.00 

4. Electricity, field office  
  17 

 
 Mo 

  
   $300.00 

 
   $5,100.00 

5. Heat, field office  
  17 

 
 Mo 

 
   $200.00 

 
    $3,400.00 

6. Maintenance/Janitorial     
        IIF 

7. Water     
       IIF 

8. Phone/Data/Technology  
 17 

 
 Mo 

 
 $1,750.00 

 
 $29,750.00 

9. Toilet Facilities  
 17 

 
 Mo 

 
 $750.00 

 
 $12,750.00 

10. Other     
        IIF 

SUBTOTAL 300 
 
 $103,600.00 

 

400 Professional Services Quantity Unit Unit Price GMC 

1. Design/Engineering 
    

        IIF 

2. Data Processing 
    

        IIF 

3. Consulting Fees and Expenses 
    

        IIF 

4. Legal Expense 
    

        IIF 

5. Project Scheduling 
    

        IIF 

6. Survey/Layout Building 
    

       COW 

7. Survey/Layout Site 
    

       COW 

8. SWPP Implement & Oversight 
    

       COW 

9. Other 
    

         IIF 

SUBTOTAL 400 
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500 Project Transportation Quantity Unit Unit Price GMC 

1. Vehicles  
      17 

 
    Mo 

 
    $1,500.00 

 
    $25,500.00 

2. Vehicle maintenance     
        IIF 

3. Vehicle insurance     
        IIF 

4. Vehicle fuel  
      74 

 
  Weeks 

 
  $500.00 

 
    $37,000.00 

5. On-site transport     
        IIF 

6. Forklifts     
      COW 

7. Manlifts     
      COW 

8. Cranes     
      COW 

9. Other     
         IIF 
 
         IIF 

10. Other 
   

SUBTOTAL 500  
    $62,500.00 
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600 Miscellaneous Expenses Quantity Unit Unit Price GMC 

1. Home Office Management     
      IIF 

2. Cash Discounts Earnings     
      IIF 

3. Advertising     
      IIF 

4. Home Office Accounting     
      IIF 

5. Association Fees     
      IIF 

6. Performance & Payment 
Bonds 

 
 
17,500,000 

 
   $ 

 
  $0.00875 

 
  $153,125.00 

7. CGL insurance/OCP  
17,500,000 

 
    $ 

 
    $0.01 

 
 $175,000.00 

8. As-Built Documents (to A&E)  
    1 

 
  ls 

 
    $12,750.00 

 
  $12,750.00 

9. Close-out Information  
   1 

 
  ls 

 
   $12,750.00 

 
  $12,750.00 

10. O&M Manuals  
   1 

 
  ls 

 
    $5,000.00 

 
  $5,000.00 

11. Safety/First Aid     
    COW 

12. Continuous Clean-up     
    COW 

13. Rubbish Removal     
     COW 

14. Final Clean-up     
    COW 

15. Punch List      
    COW 

16. Site Fencing     
    COW 

17. Signage     
    COW 

18. Temporary Heat/Enclosures     
      COW 

19. Temporary Partitions     
     COW 

20. Phasing Costs     
    COW 

21. Dust Control     
    COW 

22. Winter Conditions         COW 

23. Street Cleaning        COW 
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24. Other     
    IIF 

25. Other     
    IIF 

26. Other     
    IIF 

SUBTOTAL 600  
 $358,625.00 

 
TOTAL GUARANTEED MAXIMUM COST FOR REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES 

 
$1,129,165.00 

- END OF THIS REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL - 
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Lowell School Project - Missoula, MT

31,569 SF of demo and reconstruction and an addition of 31,511 SF
This project was a GC/CM encompassing a full scope of both 
preconstruction and construction services on a tight time frame. Work 
started early to minimize impacts to the school year, but the original 
plans did not include accurate structural information, so the teams 
collaboratively designed and redesigned as demolition proceeded. DAC 
leveraged every opportunity for value engineering on this project. They 
suggested that the 32,000 SF of new addition exterior walls shift to 
precast wall panels with bricks instead of framed walls with brick exterior. 
This change, paired with leveraging the team’s local supplier relationships, 
provided significant cost savings to the project. At the same time, 
additional value engineering included adjustments to finishes, fixtures, and 
the roofing system, which maximized the budget without compromising 
quality or negatively impacting the schedule.

MSU Chemistry Building - Bozeman, MT

90,000 SF of new building dedicated to high tech research
This project built a new, five-story, state-of-the-art facility on the Montana 
State University campus dedicated to cutting-edge Chemistry and 
Biochemistry research. Due to the nature of the building, construction 
was technically challenging. Construction required the use of stainless 
rebar to mitigate interference with ferrous-sensitive equipment and a 
concrete moment frame to counter the low vibration tolerance of the 
more sensitive machines. Allan ensured that the Quality Control efforts 
set expectations early and that all team members were up to date on the 
necessary work adjustments and updated means and methods to support 
such technical, sensitive work.

AC Marriott - Missoula, MT

70,000 SF of new construction in downtown Missoula 
This six-story, 105-room hotel built in the growing, busy downtown 
of Missoula sits on the corner of Pattee and Main Street. The new 
construction replaces a shuttered garage that previously occupied this 
site. Allan and the DAC team created an alternative plan to utilize the 
existing foundation as shoring for the new building, eliminating some 
potential utilities impacts and creating additional basement-level space. In 
turn, this basement space helped eliminate the need for the mezzanine in 
the original design, which altogether saved the project nearly $750,000. 
Similar to what we anticipate with the new Lolo K-8 School Building, the 
constrained project site was in a busy area that posed safety challenges, 
requiring traffic control and coordination to minimize risk to the crews and 
the public as personnel moved from the staging area across the street.

The MSU Chemistry Building project included 
unique technical challenges to accommodate 
highly sensitive medical equipment and a robust 
Quality Control effort.

Mercantile Residence Inn - Meeting Room 
and  Classroom spaces are part of the 
custom-designed, 178-room hotel in 
downtown Missoula.

REFERENCES
Don Platisha Construction Management Services | 406.581.0250
Skyla Sisco Liquid Planet | 406.544.1500
Mitch or Mary Stelling Great West Engineering | 406.952.1109

Known for his quick intellect and thorough collaboration style, Allan brings 
strong GCCM subject matter expertise to this project.

Relevant Project Experience
Russell School Addition & Renovation - Missoula, MT

75,000 SF of school building addition and renovation
The Russell School Addition and Renovation was a GC/CM project with 
both preconstruction and construction services scopes on a tight time 
frame. Scope included additions for classrooms, dining, front entry, and 
mechanical and electrical upgrades for the entire school. Some of the 
lighter renovation scopes included the front entry security, which was a 
high priority, as well as playground and green space improvements. 
The team worked both while school was in session and during the off-
season and planned as much work as possible during the compressed 
off-season to avoid school impacts. The team prioritized coordination 
with the school stakeholders, especially during the school-season work 
when students, faculty, and staff were in the building and normal school 
operations had to remain functional. During the most problematic points 
of the work schedule, where work had the highest potential to impact 
school operations, Allan held daily meetings with staff and faculty. During 
these meetings, they would jointly plan for school events, coordinate 
students’ safe movement through or around areas under construction, and 
plan the most efficient classroom shifts as work moved through different 
sites. The team maintained access to special-use rooms, including the 
gymnasium, dining areas, or arts rooms. When DAC renovated those 
spaces and direct access to them was impossible, the team worked with 
the school faculty to organize appropriate alternative spaces for those 
classes and ensure student safety and accessibility. 

Lewis & Clark School Addition & Renovation - Missoula, MT

111,000 SF of renovation
This project included both an interior renovation and new additions to 
the original 1952 school building structure. Scope included new additions 
to improve front entry security, a new dining hall and cafeteria space 
and an elevator addition for ADA compliance. Interior renovations were 
performed across multiple phases over 12 months to minimize impacts to 
normal school operations. The two initial phases reconfigured outdated 
“pod” classrooms to create  space for two additional classrooms. Phase 
two included the renovation of an existing space into a new kitchen and 
dining facility. In later stages, DAC transformed the existing below-grade 
cafeteria into a new open-concept learning area and computer lab.

During the construction of Russell Elementary 
School in Missoula, DAC field construction 
teams worked with District and school 
administrators and teachers to develop school-
wide “indoor field trips” to educate students 
about construction and to build excitement for 
the new addition being built.

Allan Frankl
Project Executive

31 Years of Experience

Education and Certifications

Bachelor of Science in Construction 
Engineering, Montana State University
US Army Corps of Engineers Quality 
Control Certification



Representing the new generation of talented Project Managers with the skill 
to blend technology and field experience, Toby is recognized as a strong 
leader and teaming partner.

Relevant Project Experience
Missoula Bone & Joint Outpatient Surgery Center - Missoula, MT

32,000 SF of new surgery center development
This project constructed a new two-story outpatient ambulatory surgery 
center with four state-of-the-art operating suites, fifteen pre- and 
post-patient operative rooms, private recovery rooms, administrative 
offices, public waiting areas, staff locker rooms, and a rooftop patio. The 
site improvements include on-site parking, snow-melt sidewalks and 
driveways, and solar power to make the building more sustainable and 
more efficient. Project challenges consisted of a very tight and congested 
site adjacent to the existing and active Bone and Joint facilities. Toby and 
the construction team actively coordinated all work schedules, supply and 
materials deliveries, and personnel and equipment movements with the 
Surgery Center staff to limit impacts to operations.  

Franklin Elementary School - Missoula, MT

55,000 SF of new construction addition to the original building 
This project demolished and rebuilt much of the original school to 
upgrade facilities and effectively double the student capacity. DAC 
retained the school’s original gymnasium but replaced the interior gym 
floor and the adjacent locker rooms to fit modern standards. The gym 
work took place over the summer, and Toby had to work intensively 
with the school and the specialty contractor during this time. The gym 
floor subcontractor had an extremely limited window to complete work 
at the school due to busy schedules, so Toby coordinated the materials 
acclimatizing, scheduling, and design to successfully fit this window. He 
also facilitated designs for the school logo that the subcontractor would 
paint on the gym floor since the school did not have an existing one.  
The new building expansion includes new open and flexible learning 
spaces, classrooms, a new cafeteria, music and arts rooms, centralized 
learning communities, and a large, open 1.5-story mixed-use library and 
media center. DAC completed the work over 12 months with heavy work 
periods scheduled over the summer. Working under compressed time 
frames during school closures meant Toby had to plan and organize the 
work to maximize this time meticulously. The Missoula Bone & Joint Outpatient Surgery 

Center expanded the active facilities without 
negatively impacting the surgery center’s 
ongoing operations.

Toby Krutz
Project Manager

Missoula Food Bank & Community Center - Missoula, MT

New multi-purpose facilities built on brownfield site with strict budget
This new two-story facility included a grocery shopping area, warehouse, 
cold storage, and food preparation areas for the Missoula Food Bank 
distribution services. The new building also included offices, a learning 
kitchen, and flexible administration space. Additionally, the project has 
dedicated space for a child nutrition/education area and after-school 
programs. Further site improvements included an expanded parking lot and 
loading docks. This project was funded entirely through donations and local 
fundraising events, meaning that maintaining costs was critical. Toby was 
involved in collaborative meetings in preconstruction that helped to save 
costs for the project overall without compromising scope elements. Smaller 
decisions like alternative finishes and materials and the inclusion of some 
salvaged materials allowed the team to maintain the project scope while 
saving roughly $150,000 on project costs. The food bank later reallocated 
the dollars saved to improving the grocery store for their guests.  

Sweetgrass Commons - Missoula, MT

Construction of multi-family affordable housing with strict budget
Construction of multi-family affordable housing with strict budget 
This project constructed a four-story affordable housing complex with 
27 individual units under a tight time frame.  The team constructed the 
project utilizing sustainable practices and had an extensive recycling 
program during construction that reused or recycled most construction 
waste materials. Project challenges included a limited budget and 
an extremely short construction duration to meet critical funding 
requirements. Toby worked extensively to provide value engineering 
plans to the Owner and real-time pricing estimates. Ultimately, the teams 
decided to add an extra unit to the top floor during the construction phase 
to accommodate the Owner’s cost-per-unit budget. The original design 
allocated 26 units, but Toby worked closely with the design team to make 
quick decisions and adjustments to facilitate the 27th unit during the 
construction phase without disrupting the completion date or budget.

Additional Experience Includes
Toby brings extensive experience working with state Departments of 
Transportation and experience on projects with demanding and complex 
traffic elements, including: 
I-405 Tollway HOV (WSDOT) - Bothell to Lynnwood, WA
Widening and installation of express toll lanes and tolling infrastructure 
along 17 miles of interstate; included over 250 traffic plans
I-5 / 170 Roadway (Caltrans) - San Fernando Valley, CA
Roadway work along congested highway and dense neighborhoods
Lothlorien Mixed-Use Development - Seattle, WA
160,000 SF, 5-story residential apartments (125 units), one level of office 
space, one level of retail space (9 units), and two underground levels for 
parking in a high-density, highly trafficked area

The year-long Franklin Elementary renovations 
and additions upgraded the school’s facilities 
and capacities while value-engineering 
alternative options under a strict budget.

Toby provided value engineering efforts 
for Sweetgrass Commons, a multi-family 
affordable housing complex that provided 
optimized design allowing for an additional 
unit to provide cost savings through long-
term revenue.

REFERENCES
Aaron Brock Missoula Food Bank | 406.549.0543 ext.220
Burley McWilliams Missoula County Public Schools | 406.728.2400 ext.3032
Justin Alexander A&E Architects | 406.552.7409

20 Years of Experience 
Education and Certifications

Bachelor of Science in Construction 
Management, University of Nebraska - 
Lincoln
OSHA 30
SWPPP Administrator
First Aid & CPR
Safety Trained Supervisor by Board of 
Certified Safety Professionals
Army Corps of Engineers Contractors – 
Quality Management Certified



Lloyd is a field construction veteran with strong management and 
communication skills.  His active participation during preconstruction 
phase services will yield solutions for the toughest construction challenge.

Relevant Project Experience
Lewis & Clark School Addition & Renovation - Missoula, MT

111,000 SF of new school facilities additions and renovations
The project scope included new additions to improve front entry security, 
new dining hall and cafeteria space and an elevator addition for ADA 
compliance. Interior renovations were performed across multiple phases 
over 12 months to minimize impacts to normal school operations. The 
two initial phases involved reconfiguring outdated classrooms into more 
efficient use of existing space, which resulted in two new classrooms. 
Phase two work included the renovation of existing space into a new 
kitchen and dining facility. Later phases involved transforming the existing 
below-grade cafeteria and kitchen into a new open-concept learning area 
and computer lab. 
Lloyd served as Superintendent and designated liaison for school 
faculty and staff. He held daily meetings with the school and provided 
detailed look-ahead schedules to notify and plan with faculty and staff 
appropriately. During these meetings, he helped develop plans for 
shifting classroom spaces and events to avoid work areas. Lloyd was also 
responsible for the larger coordination effort with custodial staff who 
operated during school off-hours and holidays, accommodating their 
need to access and work throughout the building. 

Providence Healthcare - Missoula, MT

~5,000 SF of demolition and renovation within the existing building footprint 
This project renovated the existing Providence Healthcare facility to better 
fit the Adolescent Psychological Health Program’s needs.  Construction 
required complete demolition and renovation of the existing facility 
within an occupied and active medical building, which in turn required 
extensive coordination with Owner staff to minimize potential impacts 
on staff and patients and possible effects on delicate medical equipment. 
Work with high potential to disturb the occupants was scheduled for off-
hours and the team took extra precautions to avoid contaminating the 
sensitive healthcare environment. Crews separated ductwork and created 
a negative air space to prevent any cross-contamination of dust or other 
particles during demolition and construction phases. Crew members were 
badged and signed in/out of the building to protect patients and staff. 
Lloyd brings this precision and attention to detail to all his projects and will 
apply these skills to the benefit of this new Lolo K-8 School project.

Lewis & Clark Elementary School renovations 
updated and modernized multiple elements of 
the building.

Lloyd Jenkins
Superintendent

Sentinel Outpatient Surgery & Medical Office - Missoula, MT

18,000 SF ground-up building on green site
This new facility will have an ambulatory surgery center as well as a practice 
area. It will include fourteen new exam rooms and three state-of-the-art 
operating rooms. DAC is currently in the construction phase—the site is 
dried in, and crews are installing drywall and finishes. Two other construction 
sites flank the project, one of which was still an occupied building at the 
beginning of the Sentinel project’s construction phase. These tight site 
constraints posed coordination challenges as the team worked near other 
contractors and crews while maintaining accessibility and managing traffic 
in the parking lot. Lloyd also ensured the appropriate accommodations 
for both the adjacent building’s occupants and the nearby neighborhood 
residents. He collaborated with the neighboring construction teams, jointly 
coordinating outreach efforts, and ensured the project continued on 
schedule with minimal impacts.

Pangea Restaurant Remodel - Missoula, MT

10,000 SF of renovation between occupied buildings
This project renovated an old coffee shop and office space to create 
a high-end restaurant with a basement-level speakeasy bar. As 
Superintendent, Lloyd served as liaison and the main point of contact for 
the occupied buildings on either side of this historic storefront. Due to the 
building’s age, DAC had to make structural upgrades to accommodate 
additional heating and cooling units on the roof and new passageways 
cut into the basement’s structural stone walls. The team worked carefully 
within the tight project footprint, especially the basement space, to make 
these structural upgrades while protecting the historical structures’ 
integrity. Lloyd leveraged his relationships with local suppliers to locate 
specialized and recycled lumber for the renovation that fit the building’s 
historical aesthetic. Lloyd and the DAC team suggested and located 
various materials throughout the renovation to support the owner’s vision, 
with Lloyd serving as the intermediary and primary contact.

Florida School for the Deaf and Blind - St. Augustine, FL

Project Manager for the School overseeing projects on its 80+ acre campus
Lloyd was the School’s Project Manager and was responsible for various 
projects throughout his tenure totaling tens of millions of dollars. Lloyd 
ensured the highest possible quality on every project and maximized the 
available structure space, campus space, and budget dollars.  
Some of his notable projects with the School include the Kirk Auditorium 
and the Cafeteria Renovations which renovated the interior kitchen, dining 
hall, and performance auditorium totaling 40,179 SF; the 26,454 SF Gibbs 
Hall new addition and interior renovation of the existing classroom building; 
and New Model Apartments constructing 25,930 SF of ground-up structure. 

The Lewis & Clark Elementary School project  
improved front entry security, added a new 
dining hall and cafeteria space, built new 
classrooms, and an elevator addition for ADA 
compliance. 

The Pangea Restaurant Remodel project 
consisted of the renovation of a historic 
storefront that was most recently a coffee 
shop. Work took place between two occupied 
storefronts on either side. 

REFERENCES
Scott Billadeau Liquid Planet | 406.546.4209
Amy Shattuck Missoula County Public Schools | 406.728.2400 ext. 4350
Rich Elmore, Facilities Director University of North Florida | 904.504.4516

37 Years of Experience
Education and Certifications

Fine Arts Credit Hours, Arizona State 
University
Previous LEED Green Associate
AGC Superintendent Training
OSHA 40
American Red Cross First Aid Training
AED CPR Training
Trench Safety Competent Person
Scaffolding Competent Person
Aerial Work Platform Certificate
Crane Signaling Certification
Forklift Certification



Kelsey is a detail-oriented construction professional, with a strong 
organizational ability.  As Project Engineer, she will ensure continuous 
support to the project team for the life of the project.

Relevant Project Experience
Sentinel Outpatient Surgery & Medical Office - Missoula, MT

18,000 SF ground-up building on green site
Kelsey is currently working as Project Engineer on this new freestanding 
gastroenterology facility for the Western Montana Clinic. This project 
is currently under construction but is in the dried-in phase where crews 
install drywall and finishes. Kelsey’s strong coordination experience and 
communication skills facilitated this project’s continued success despite 
the complications of being set between two active construction sites, 
one of which was a recently occupied building. Kelsey was responsible 
for material procurement, maintaining schedule, cost control, and daily 
operations management that became more challenging as the parking 
lot area had to remain accessible to traffic while being shared by multiple 
contractors from multiple work sites. This new facility will include an 
ambulatory surgery center in addition to a practice area. It will be home to 
six different doctors who will utilize the facility’s fourteen exam rooms and 
three state-of-the-art operating rooms.

Pangea Restaurant Remodel - Missoula, MT

10,000 SF of renovation 
This project renovated an old coffee shop and office space to create a new 
high-end restaurant with a separate basement-level speakeasy bar space in 
the heart of downtown Missoula. The basement speakeasy and event space 
features the original stone walls that are still visibly charred by the historic 
fire. As Project Engineer, Kelsey facilitated the necessary structural upgrades 
that allowed for additional heating/cooling units on the roof and the new 
pathways cut into the original stone structure in the basement. Along with 
Lloyd, Kelsey walked the owner group through the site at various stages, 
discussing their design and materials options and working to eliminate the 
need for owner-initiated changes. DAC suggested and located various 
materials and supplies for key design elements, including lumber and 
finishes.  

Villagio Apartments (Preconstruction) - Missoula, MT

190,000 SF of new affordable housing buildings, the largest such site in 
state history
This Missoula Housing Authority project will construct a 200-unit low-
income housing community near Interstate 90 in Missoula’s Northside 

The Pangea Restaurant Remodel updated and 
remodeled a historic building tightly hemmed by 
occupied, active buildings. 

Kelsey Williams
Project Engineer

neighborhood. This project will be the largest single affordable 
housing project in Missoula and Montana history and will offer two-, 
three- and four-bedroom units. The project is being designed to be as 
energy-efficient as is feasible under a strict budget and will also include 
approximately 174 underground parking spaces and extra on-street 
parking. Due to the slopes within the project site, an extensive retaining 
wall is also in design. 
The project is in the “Value Engineering Stage” to ensure the teams 
maximize the government funds for the construction stage. DAC has 
provided preconstruction services for this project. They have worked 
closely with the design team and the owner group to ensure all required 
and desired building features are interwoven into the design in a way that 
still allows the project to be built within the allotted budget.

Rio Tinto Barneys Canyon Leach Pad BC-03 Project – Kennecott Copper, UT

This project prepared Heap Leach Pad BC-03 for final reclamation. Scope 
involved installing a buttress around the leach pad’s perimeter and the 
expansion of the current HDPE liner to provide long-term geotechnical 
stability and environmental protection. This project was a precursor to the 
final reclamation work in 2018, so providing a quality project was imperative. 
Kelsey’s role as Project Engineer entailed material procurement, maintaining 
the schedule, management of daily operations, and cost control.

Rio Tinto East Waste Rock Reclamation Project –  Kennecott Copper, UT

Phase I of the high-profile $20M East Waste Rock Reclamation Project 
involved the remediation of all slopes below the Mine Access Road (MAR) 
of the Kennecott Copper Mine. This project regraded approximately 1.3 
million yards of waste rock from its as-dumped condition to a balanced, 
nominal 2. 5H:1V slope. The team used a fleet of (9) 100-ton haul trucks 
to haul and install approximately 1.3 million yards of slope cover and then 
placed this hauled cover on the slope using the project’s dozer fleet. Once 
they finished all grading work, they ripped and re-vegetated the 120 acres 
of covered slope surface.
The team also installed approximately 8,500 LF of ACB and rip-rap 
down drains to line surface channels for stormwater management of 
reclaimed surfaces. The success of this project sets a precedent for 
future reclamation work. As Project Manager, Kelsey was responsible for 
ensuring the project was completed safely, on time, and under budget. 
Specifically, Kelsey was responsible for change order management, 
cost forecasting, updating 3-week look-ahead and baseline schedules, 
developing and implementing scope specific work plans, overall pay 
quantity tracking, and cultivating a positive project atmosphere with the 
project owner team.

As Project Engineer, Kelsey is currently working 
through the value engineering of the Villagio’s 
design, rendered above. As a housing authority 
project with a strict budget, the value engineering 
phase is critical to overall project success. 

Rio Tinto Project - East Waste Rock Reclamation 
is the initial phase of the mine’s reclamation 
program, valued at $20M. 

REFERENCES
Lee Richens Wollam Construction | 801.931.1135
Kevin Kolendich, MD Western Montana Clinic | 406.541.6844
Skyla Sisco Pangea Restaurant | 406.493.1190

10 Years of Experience 
Education and Certifications

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering, 
Clarkson University
OSHA Safety Training
CM-LEAN
SWPPP Administrator



Paul brings a collaborative, transparent approach to estimating.  His easy 
communication style and expert knowledge of the local market will ensure 
rapid, accurate cost/benefit analysis of options and innovations during 
preconstruction

Relevant Project Experience
Villagio Apartments (Preconstruction) - Missoula, MT

190,000 SF of new affordable housing buildings, the largest such site in 
state history
This Missoula Housing Authority project will construct a 200-unit low-
income housing community in Missoula. Paul is working alongside 
Kelsey on this project in the “Value Engineering Stage” to maximize the 
government funds for the construction stage. Paul’s efforts are closing 
the gap between budget and estimate without compromising the quality 
of the building or its individual units while maximizing energy efficiency. 
Elements like acoustic engineering and in-unit paint design are some of 
the focus areas that Paul evaluates for potential cost savings of hundreds of 
thousands of dollars. Paul is working closely with the Owner and Designer 
to ensure all required and desired building features are interwoven into the 
design to allow the project to be built within the budget.

Camino Restaurant - Missoula, MT

Remodel of a new commercial space into restaurant space
Paul was both the Estimator and Project Manager on this three-month 
restaurant retrofit that remodeled an unoccupied concrete storefront 
space on the ground level of the new Mercantile Residence Inn also 
constructed by DAC. Paul priced the project and managed unique 
materials, like the Italian bar tiles that got delayed by 12 weeks, and the 
mechanical elements, such as the kitchen and dishwasher hoods that were 
required to exhaust through the roof five stories above. Paul leveraged 
his communications and relationship-building along with his mechanical 
expertise to ensure that this project remained on schedule and budget 
despite the numerous minor challenges of fitting a concrete storefront to 
restaurant specifications.     

Sentinel Outpatient Surgery & Medical Office - Missoula, MT

18,000 SF ground-up building on green site
Paul served as Project Estimator on this new freestanding 
gastroenterology facility, including an ambulatory surgery center 
and a practice area, fourteen exam rooms, and three state-of-the-art 
operating rooms. The initial drawings were much more advanced than 
he had anticipated before the project’s bid, representing more than 50% 

The Sentinel project required extensive 
coordination with specialty medical devices and 
equipment suppliers, each with specific facilities 
design needs. Paul’s work in vetting and pricing 
design alternatives for MEP was vital to the 
projects’ success. 

Paul O’Neill
Preconstruction Services Estimator

completion for this approximately $7.5M project. Paul worked exhaustively 
to complete all of the pre-bid pricing, leveraging his Mechanical 
Engineering background to account for the more technically challenging 
details in the project. Paul’s efforts helped win this project for the team 
despite not being the lowest bidder because the team could express a 
more expansive breadth and depth of knowledge for the project, making 
them a better partner moving forward. During preconstruction, Paul saved 
between $800,000-1M in Value Engineering efforts by communicating 
with the Owner and Designer and applying his technical expertise to 
optimize every material and detail.  

AC Marriott - Missoula, MT

70,000 SF of new construction in downtown Missoula 
This six-story, 105-room hotel replaced a shuttered garage in the 
growing, busy downtown of Missoula. Paul worked as the Estimator 
during preconstruction to price Design and Construction drawings. He 
worked with the DAC team to Value Engineer the plans and created 
an alternative plan to utilize the existing foundation as shoring for the 
new building. These plans eliminated some potential utilities impacts 
and created additional basement-level space. In turn, this basement 
space helped eliminate the need for the mezzanine in the original 
design, which altogether saved the project nearly $750,000. Paul also 
worked with the Owner teams to optimize value for selected materials, 
HVAC options, plumbing options, and finishes. These types of detailed 
mechanical and design elements will be similar considerations for the 
Lolo K-8 School Building.  

Pangea Restaurant Remodel - Missoula, MT

10,000 SF of renovation in constrained conditions
This project renovated an old coffee shop and office space to create a 
new high-end restaurant with a separate basement-level speakeasy bar 
space in the heart of downtown Missoula. As Estimator, Paul worked to 
Value Engineer every detail of this remodel.  DAC suggested and located 
various materials and supplies for key design elements, including lumber 
and multiple finishes. Paul’s pricing efforts helped delineate design options 
at various construction stages, serving to streamline the decision-making 
processes. This effort, paired with Lloyd and Kelsey’s site walk-throughs 
with the owner, minimized the need for later owner-initiated changes 
related to design and aesthetics, thereby protecting the project budget. 

Paul provided iterative estimates on the AC 
Marriott project that allowed the project 
team to quickly assess cost and benef it to 
assure alignment of design with the overall 
project budget.
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